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Abstract
In this thesis, effects of some grid assisting possibilities that wind turbines could be equipped
with, are investigated. The background is that concerns regarding the stability of the already
existing power system in the presence of large wind farms have been risen. Variable speed
wind turbines have power electronic based frequency converters already included in their
design and the idea used in this thesis is to utilize the fast controllability of these converters
to assist the grid.
It is found that the transient stability of conventional synchronous generators located nearby
a wind farm, can be increased if a suggested contingency operational mode is incorporated
into the control of the wind farm. Another finding is that large wind farms integrated into the
transmission level with their control properly modified, can increase the steady state power
transfer limit of the transmission line as well as assist the grid to delay or even prevent a
voltage collapse event. It is also shown that wind farms integrated into the grid in the dis-
tribution level together with different loads, have the possibility to increase the short term
voltage stability of the network provided that their controls have been modified accordingly.
Finally, the suggested grid assisting methods are incorporated into the control of two large
planned wind farms in the southern part of the Swedish grid and tested in the CIGR ´E
Nordic32 test grid, which is taken as a representation of the Swedish transmission network.
It is concluded that care has to be taken if voltage control mode of operation is utilized in a
wind farm located close to a conventional synchronous generator. The interaction between
the operational mode of a wind farm and the overall synchronous generator control may
interact with each other and could lead to a reduction of damping of power oscillations in
nearby transmission lines instead of increasing the damping.
Keywords: variable speed wind turbine, frequency converter, transient stability, long term
voltage stability, short term voltage stability.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Wind power as an energy source has been used for a long time. Wind turbines date back
many centuries for irrigation and corn grinding. Denmark was the first country to utilize
wind energy to produce electricity [1]. By 1910, wind turbines with capacities of 5 to 25 kW
were in operation in Denmark [1].
The present interest in commercial green power in the developed world started in the
mid-1970s after the first oil crisis [2]. At that time, the green power activities were driven
by the goal to reduce the dependency on fossil fuels. In today’s perspective, the goals of
the green power activities is to reduce the CO2 emission resulting from the burning of fossil
fuels as well as to reduce the dependency on oil [2].
Today, the capacity of larger wind turbines has grown to 2-3 MW and more. Some of the
manufacturers have already developed prototype turbines having a rating as high as 4 to 6
MW [3], [4], [5], [6].
1.1 Current wind power status
On a percentage basis, wind power is the fastest growing electricity generation source in the
world with a fascinating 20% annual growth rate for the past five years [7]. During 2005, 10
GW of wind turbines were installed worldwide. In total, the worldwide installed capacity,
by the end of 2005 was roughly 58 GW [8]. According to [8], these turbines can produce
140 billion kWh of energy which is 1% of the global electric energy requirements.
The EU member states are leading the wind energy sector hosting 70% of the world’s
installed wind capacity [9]. With over 40 GW of installed wind turbines by the end of 2005,
which will produce 83 TWh in an average wind year, the EU can meet 2.8% of its electricity
consumption from wind energy [9].
The U.S. is hosting 16% of the world’s installed wind energy capacity (9.2 GW) [10].
According to [7], the U.S. capacity could reach 100 GW by 2020, meeting 6% of the elec-
tricity demand.
By the end of 2005, the total installed capacity in Sweden was 500 MW [9]. An an-
nual growth of 13% was observed. According to [11], 0.5% (0.82 TWh) of the Swedish
electricity consumption was met by the wind energy during 2005. The Swedish National
Energy Agency has proposed a planning target of 10 TWh/year of wind energy expansion
in the coming 10-15 years [12]. Several large wind farm projects, totalling nearly 2 GW of
installed capacity, are under planning stage which could be realized in the next 5 to 10 years
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[13], [14].
1.2 Demands from utilities on wind turbines
Besides connecting a single wind turbine scattered into the network with a rating of 0.5 to
2 MW, wind turbines are more and more being connected as groups of turbines with a total
capacity ranging from tens of MWs to hundreds of MWs. With increasing penetration level
of wind power, it is important to assure that the power system stability will not be endan-
gered by a large scale wind power integration into the network. Due to the intermittent nature
of the wind, existing grid codes which were established for the dispatchable generating re-
sources, could not be fully applied to wind power. The German grid operator E.ON Netz
first proposed the changes to its grid code regarding wind turbines in 2003 starting with the
low-voltage ride-through issue. The modification of the grid codes of many other countries
in Europe and other parts of the world have built on E.ON’s work [7]. A comparison of some
international connection regulations for wind energy installation can be found in [15].
1.3 Possible interaction of wind turbines with the utility
network
As the integration level of wind energy is increasing into the power system, the issues re-
lated to the stability of the power system operation are becoming of utmost importance, as
mentioned earlier. In certain parts of the grid, where the wind power penetration level is sig-
nificant, disconnection of wind turbines due to a minor grid disturbance would cause serious
power system operational problems. Accordingly, it would be beneficial for the grid if wind
turbines can ride-through the voltage dip.
As an important member of the power system world, the wind generators should react
responsibly. Which means, wind generators should not degrade the stability of the power
system, instead they should contribute to an increase of the stability of the system while
considering the intermittent nature of the wind.
Today wind turbines of variable speed type has become more common than traditional
fixed-speed turbines [16]. For a variable speed wind turbine, the generator is controlled
by a power electronic converter. In 2002, the total market share of variable speed turbines
equipped with a power electronic converter was 67% [16]. Fast control of active and reactive
power can be achieved using these types of turbines.
A variable speed, pitch-regulated wind turbine system with a full power electronic con-
verter and a synchronous/induction generator is a commonly used system today [16]. In
2002, the worldwide market share of this type of turbine was over 20% [16]. From power
system point of view, this particular configuration is interesting because the power electronic
interface completely isolates the generator from rest of the power system and only the con-
verter characteristic is seen by the grid [17]. The fast controllability of the power electronic
converter can be utilized to shape the response of the wind turbine against various network
disturbances and thus making the wind turbine to react responsibly.
A well known method to improve the steady-state power transmitted by the existing trans-
mission line and also to improve the voltage stability limit is to inject reactive power into the
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system near load centers [18], [19], [20]. Power electronic based reactive power compen-
sators like the variable impedance type SVC (Static Var Compensator) and the converter
based STATCOM (Static Synchronous Compensator) can control the voltage in a fast and
continuous manner, unlike mechanically switched capacitors/reactors [21]. Several techni-
cal papers are available showing the applicability and effect of these power electronic based
var compensators on the steady-state and transient voltage stability of electric power systems
[22], [23], [24], [25]. Some utility applications of these devices are listed in [21].
An interesting possibility is to incorporate the SVC/STATCOM function into the control
of variable speed pitch regulated wind turbine systems which have power electronic convert-
ers already included in their design. By doing so, this type of wind turbine system could also
be seen as a reactive power source like a STATCOM besides being an intermittent power
source.
A recent draft version of a technical regulation for wind farms connected to the transmis-
sion grid in the Danish system, provides guidelines for reactive power control of wind farms
[26]. This regulation requires wind farms to have the capability for altering active and re-
active power production via remote control, and locally, on demand by the system operator,
depending on the network situation. This implies that the system operator would have the
potential to utilize the reactive power injection capability of a modern wind farm to increase
the system security and the wind farm owners would have the opportunity to trade with the
built-in reactive power injection facility in the deregulated market environment.
1.4 Purposes of the work
The main purpose of this thesis is to investigate how the power electronic controllability of
modern wind turbines can be utilized to improve the power system stability. In addition,
a purpose is to investigate how the transient stability of the Swedish transmission system
will be affected by the connection of several large wind farms in the southern part of the
network. Finally, a goal is to discuss algorithms for the active and the reactive control of a
wind installation to obtain a grid reinforcing property.
1.5 Publications
The publications related to this thesis are listed below:
1. N. R. Ullah, J. Groot, T. Thiringer, “The Use of a Combined Battery/Supercapacitor
Storage to Provide Voltage Ride-Through Capability and Transient Stabilizing Prop-
erties by Wind Turbines,” in Proc. 1st European Symposium on Super Capacitors and
Applications ESSCAP’2004, 2004.
2. N. R. Ullah, T. Thiringer, “Improving Voltage Stability by Utilizing Reactive Power
Injection Capability of Variable Speed Wind Turbines,” International Journal of Power
and Energy Systems, 2006 (accepted for publication).
3. N. R. Ullah, “Small Scale Integration of Variable Speed Wind Turbine into the Local
Grid and Its Voltage Stability Aspects,” in Proc. IEEE International Conference on
Future Power Systems FPS 2005, 2005.
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4. N. R. Ullah, T. Thiringer, “Effect of Operational Modes of a Wind Farm on the Tran-
sient Stability of Nearby Generators and on Power Oscillations: A Nordic Grid Study”
In Proc. Nordic wind power conference NWPC’06, 2006.
5. O. Carlson, A. Perdana, N. R. Ullah, M. Martins and E. Agneholm, “Power System
Voltage Stability Related to Wind Power Generation” in Proc. European Wind Energy
Conference and Exhibition, EWEC 2006, 2006.
6. A˚. Larsson, A. Petersson, N. R. Ullah, O. Carlsson, “Krieger’s Flak Wind Farm” in
Proc. Nordic wind power conference NWPC’06, 2006.
Some selected publications are appended at the end of the thesis.
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Chapter 2
Overview of the wind energy conversion
system (WECS)
The main components of a modern wind energy conversion system (WECS) are the tower,
the rotor blades and the nacelle, which accommodates the transmission mechanism, the elec-
tricity generating system, the wind measuring device, and for a horizontal-axis device, the
yaw systems. Switching equipments and the protection system, lines and the step-up trans-
formers are also required to supply the extracted wind energy to the end users. This chapter
will start with a brief description of the aerodynamic power conversion and control principle
of a wind turbine. Later, some commonly used generator systems for a wind turbine are
discussed.
2.1 Aerodynamic power conversion
2.1.1 Lift and drag forces
Airflow over a stationary airfoil produces two forces, a lift force perpendicular to the airflow
and a drag force in the direction of the airflow, as shown in Fig. 2.1 [1], [27]. A good lift to
drag ratio depends on the existence of laminar flow over both the sides of the airfoil. When
the airfoil is allowed to move in the direction of the lift, a relative direction of the airflow is
established as shown in Fig. 2.1. To maintain a desired lift to drag ratio, the airfoil has to be
reoriented to suit the wind situation. Important to note is that the lift force is perpendicular
to the relative wind but is not in the direction of airfoil motion [1], [27]. The lift and drag
forces can be split into two components parallel and perpendicular to the undisturbed wind
direction. Force FQ, perpendicular to the undisturbed wind direction is the available force to
do the useful work. Force FT , in the direction of the undisturbed wind, is the force that the
airfoil support should withstand [1].
One way to utilize the torque force FQ is to connect three such airfoils or blades to a
central hub and allow them to rotate around a horizontal axis. This type of arrangement is
known as horizontal-axis wind turbine (HAWT). The force FQ causes a torque that rotates
the rotor blades and this rotational motion is utilized to drive the rotor of a generator to
produce electricity [1].
The overall performance of a wind turbine depends on the construction and the orienta-
tion of the blades [1]. One important parameter is the pitch angle β, shown in Fig. 2.2. This
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Fig. 2.1: Lift and drag forces on a stationary and translating airfoil.
is the angle between the cord line of the blade and the plane of rotation. The cord line is the
straight line connecting the leading and trailing edges of an airfoil. The pitch angle is a static
angle and depends only on the orientation of the blade. Another important parameter is the
angle of attack γ, shown in Fig. 2.2. This is the angle between the chord line of the blade
and the relative wind direction. It is a dynamic angle, depending on both the speed of the
blade and the speed of the wind [1] for a given pitch angle.
Fig. 2.2: The pitch angle β and the angle of attack γ.
Fig. 2.3: lift and drag co-efficient of an airfoil.
The lift coefficient (cl) against the angle of attack and the drag coefficient (cd) against the
lift coefficient for a airfoil is shown in Fig. 2.3. A line through the origin of the cd-cl curve
tangent to it gives the point of maximum lift to drag ration. This maximum establishes the
best angle of the resultant aerodynamic force vector for the generation of torque [27].
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2.1.2 Power output from a wind turbine
The fraction of power extracted from the available power in the wind by a wind turbine is
given by the aerodynamic efficiency coefficient Cp. The aerodynamic efficiency coefficient
can be determined either by measuring the power from the turbine or by the lift and the drag
coefficients. The mechanical power output can be written as [1]
Pm = Cp(λ, β)(
1
2
ρArω
3) (2.1)
λ =
Ωrrr
ω
, (2.2)
where β is the pitch angle, λ is the tip speed ratio, ω is the wind speed, Ωr is the rotor speed
(low speed side of the gear box), rr is the rotor blade length, ρ is the air density and Ar is the
area swept by the rotor. The coefficient of performance Cp is not a constant number, instead
it varies with the wind speed, the rotational speed of the turbine and turbine blade parameters
such as angle of attack and pitch angle. A typical Cp(λ) curve and wind speed - power curve
for different pitch angles are shown in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5, respectively.
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Fig. 2.4: A typical λ-Cp curve for different pitch angle (from 0o to 20o).
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Fig. 2.5: A typical wind speed - power curve of a wind turbine operating at a fixed speed for
different pitch angles.
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2.2 Aerodynamic power control
The operation of a wind turbine involves starting the wind turbine from the rest, stopping the
turbine under a wide range of normal and abnormal conditions and modulating the system
power and load while the turbine is running [28]. The starting of many stalled controlled
wind turbines is accomplished by turning the generator by a starter motor. For pitch con-
trolled turbines, the aerodynamic control surface is employed to assist the startup process
[28]. Aerodynamic control is particularly attractive for stopping the rotor and almost all hor-
izontal axis wind turbines employ some sort of aerodynamic control to prevent rotor over
speed. The third control function of regulating power output has been accomplished histori-
cally by use of aerodynamic control surfaces [28].
The power output from a wind turbine is determined by the value of CP which depends
on wind speed, turbine rotational speed and the blade pitch angle. As the speed of the wind
can not be controlled, the power output from a wind turbine can only be controlled by varying
the rotational speed and/or the pitch angle. Based on this fact different control strategies can
be employed to regulate the output power of the turbine.
2.2.1 Stall control
When no blade pitching mechanism is available i.e. when the pitch angle of the blade is
constant, the so-called stall control is employed to limit the power extraction. In normal op-
eration, laminar flow is obtained at the rotor blades [29]. A high lift to drag ratio is achieved
in partial loading ranges and thus a high degree of aerodynamic efficiency is attained [29].
On the other hand, when the wind speed approaches the value at which the generator reaches
its rated power, further torque development should be avoided [29]. Wind speeds exceeding
rated value cause higher angle of attack (note Fig. 2.2) and thus to stalling. According to
the characteristics of lift and drag as a function of the angle of attack, as shown in Fig. 2.3,
this causes lift to diminish in certain areas and drag to increase [29]. When the turbine is
under full load and the wind speed increases to the range beyond, this results in a lower rotor
torque and a lower performance coefficient.
The main advantage with stall control is the fixed connection of the rotor blades to the
hub. One drawback, however, is the maximization of the power production at a certain wind
speed which is determined by the geometry of the rotor blade.
Wind turbine manufacturers like Made and Ecotecnia use this type of control method for
their MW range turbines [16]
2.2.2 Active stall control
Referring to Fig. 2.2, during high wind speed situations when the angle of attack is higher,
increasing the pitch angle during those situations will reduce the angle of attack i.e. the stall
point could be pushed into a higher wind speed region. It is shown in Fig. 2.5 that during
high wind speeds, varying the pitch angle in a narrow range ( 0o to 4o) can push the stall point
actively towards a higher wind speed. This control method is called active stall control [16].
Besides the better exploitation of the wind turbine system during high wind speed sit-
uations, this pitching method makes emergency stopping and starting of the wind turbine
easier.
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This control method is used for larger fixed speed turbines (upto 2.4 MW). Manufacturers
like NEG Micon and Bonus use this type of control.
2.2.3 Pitch control
This control method is, in principle, same as the active stall control method. But in this
method, the pitch angle is varied in a wider range. During high wind speed situations, the
angle of attack can be maintained to a lower value by varying the pitch angle in a wider
range. In this way laminar flow over the rotor blades can be maintained for higher wind
speeds and thus the thrust force can be reduced.
The advantage of this control method is the better exploitation of the system during high
wind situations, decrease in thrust force on the turbine, starting and emergency stopping of
the turbine. One drawback is the need of a pitching mechanism. Another drawback is the
high slope of the power curve at high wind speeds which will cause a large output power
variation for a small variation in wind speed.
This control method is used for larger variable speed turbines (up to 5 MW).
2.3 Common wind turbine generator systems
2.3.1 Fixed speed
The rotor of a fixed speed wind turbine system operates at an almost fixed rotational speed
determined by the frequency of the supply grid, the gear ratio and the generator design, re-
gardless of the wind speed. In the fixed speed wind turbine system, the stator of the generator
is directly connected to the grid, as shown in Fig. 2.6. Since an induction generator always
draws reactive power from the grid, a capacitor bank for reactive power compensation is
used in this type of configuration [16]. The output power is limited by the aerodynamic
design of rotor blades in the case that the stall control method is used. This is the conven-
tional concept earlier used by many Danish wind turbine manufacturers [16]. As mentioned
earlier, for larger units up to 2.4 MW, the control often is modified slightly using the active
stall control. In order to increase the power production, the generator of some fixed-speed
wind turbines has two sets of stator winding. One is used at low wind speeds and the other
is used at medium and high wind speeds. Manufacturers like NEG Micon, Bonus, Made and
Ecotecnia produce this type of fixed-speed wind turbine.
Capacitor bank
Gear
SCIG
Fig. 2.6: Fixed-speed wind turbine. SCIG = squirrel cage induction generator.
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As the rotor speed is constant, the mechanical power on the generator shaft can not be
kept constant due to the variation in the wind speed. The mechanical power fluctuation
due to the wind variation will be transmitted into the electric output power. A variable
speed system, on the other hand, keeps the generator torque fairly constant by changing the
generator speed in response to variations in the wind speed. Variations in the incoming wind
power are absorbed by rotor speed changes. The aerodynamic power control method almost
exclusively used with a variable speed system is the pitch control method [16].
2.3.2 Limited variable speed using external rotor resistance
This configuration uses a wound rotor induction generator (WRIG) (Fig 2.7) and has been
produced by the Danish manufacturer Vestas since the mid-1990s. The generator is directly
connected to the grid and a capacitor bank provides reactive power compensation in exactly
the same way as for a standard fixed speed system. The unique feature of this configuration
is that it has a variable additional rotor resistance which can be changed by an optically
controlled converter mounted on the rotor shaft. This gives a small variable speed range.
Typically the speed range is 0-10% above synchronous speed [16].
Gear
Capacitor bank
WRIG
Variable resistance
Fig. 2.7: Limited variable speed wind turbine. WRIG = wound rotor induction generator.
2.3.3 Variable speed with small scale frequency converter
Fig. 2.8 shows the variable speed wind turbine with a small scale frequency converter lo-
cated in the rotor circuit, which is known as the DFIG (Doubly-Fed Induction Generator)
system. In this type of configuration, the stator is directly connected to the grid while the
rotor windings are connected via slip rings to the converter. The frequency converter is rated
at approximately 30% of the generator power [16]. Typically, the variable speed range is
-40% to +30% of the synchronous speed [16]. The converter also allows for control of the
reactive power.
2.3.4 Variable speed with full scale frequency converter
This type of wind turbine concept has a full variable speed range, with the generator con-
nected to the grid through a full scale power converter, as shown in Fig. 2.9. The generator
10
Power electronic
converter
DFIG
Gear
Fig. 2.8: Variable speed wind turbine with a doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG) and a
partial scale frequency converter.
can either be an induction machine or a synchronous machine. In case the generator is of
synchronous type, it can be excited either by electrically or by permanent magnets. The
gearbox is designed so that the maximum rotor speed corresponds to the rated speed of the
generator. Some full scale power converter variable speed wind turbine systems have no
gearbox. In those cases, a direct driven multiple pole generator with a large diameter is used.
The German wind turbine manufacturer Enercon is successfully manufacturing this type of
wind turbines [5]. Its worldwide market share is 15.8% (based on the total installed capacity
by the end of 2004) [5].
Power electronic
converter
SG/IG
Gear
Fig. 2.9: Variable speed wind turbine with a full-scale frequency converter. SG = synchro-
nous generator, IG = induction generator.
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Chapter 3
Investigated WECS
In this thesis the main focus is on variable speed turbines equipped with a full scale power
electronic converter. For the purpose of comparison, a traditional fixed speed wind turbine
set-up is also considered. The wind turbine systems investigated in this thesis are described
in this chapter.
3.1 System A
The system A set-up is shown in Fig. 3.1. It is a traditional fixed speed wind turbine system
with a squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG) directly connected to the grid. Since the
SCIG always consumes reactive power from the grid, a capacitor bank for reactive power
compensation is used in this set-up. Here it is assumed that the no load reactive power com-
pensation is provided by the capacitor bank which means at rated power operation system
A consumes reactive power from the grid. It should be mentioned that full reactive power
compensation during operation at higher wind speeds is also possible by utilizing switched
capacitor bank.
PWT
QWT
Prated
Capacitor bank
Gear
SCIG
PWT, QWT
Fig. 3.1: System A and its capability curve at nominal voltage.
3.2 System B
This system is a variable speed wind turbine system with the generator connected to the grid
via a full scale frequency converter and is assumed to be equipped with voltage ride-through
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capability. The layout of system B turbine is shown in Fig. 3.2. Enercon is the largest
manufacturer of this type of WECS [16], [5]. This system is capable of producing active
power at a certain power factor. A preferable operation is at unity power factor. But in cases
where a wind farm is connected to the grid by a large cable, it has to be operated at a lagging
power factor angle to keep the reactive power exchange to zero at the grid connection point.
In this case the grid side converter has to be overrated so that it can provide the necessary
reactive power during high wind speed situations. The capability diagram of this system is
shown with a bold horizontal line in Fig. 3.3 in the case when it is operating at unity pf . At
unity pf operations, the grid side converter has the same power rating as the turbine.
Fig. 3.2: Wind turbine systems B, C and D.
PWT
QWT
Prated
Qrated
Fig. 3.3: Capability diagram of wind turbine systems B and C at nominal voltage.
3.3 System C
The hardware set-up of a system C turbine is similar to that of a system B type turbine (see
Fig. 3.2). But the control of the grid side converter is modified so that this wind turbine
system can inject/absorb reactive power into/from the grid while producing active power
(observe the straight arrows in the capability diagram shown in Fig. 3.3), as long as the
current rating of the converter is not violated (the border is represented in the figure by
the circle). During a high wind speed situation, this system is able to reschedule its active
production, to provide emergency reactive support to the grid (observe the curved arrows in
the Fig. 3.3) when the rated operation of the system is at unity pf . In cases where the rated
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operation of a wind farm is at a lagging pf , it can provide emergency reactive power support
to the grid to some extent without rescheduling its active power production during high wind
speed situations. So in principle system C is able to operate anywhere in the first and the
fourth quadrant of the capability diagram.
3.4 System D
The wind turbine system D is assumed to have a larger grid side converter (over-dimensioned)
(see Fig. 3.2). The capability diagram of this system is shown is Fig. 3.4. During a high wind
speed operation, reactive power support to the grid is possible without reducing the active
production from the turbine (observe the arrows in Fig. 3.4) in cases rated power pf of the
turbine is 1.0.
From a hardware point of view, systems C and D are quite similar to that of system B.
But in systems C and D, a SVC/STATCOM function is incorporated in the control of the
frequency converter.
PWT
QWT
Prated
Qrated
Q´rated
Fig. 3.4: Capability curve of the wind turbine system D at nominal voltage.
3.5 System E
The wind turbine system E is a variable speed wind turbine with a full-scale frequency con-
verter where an energy storage device is added in parallel with the conventional DC-link
capacitor and the grid side converter is made over-rated. The system layout is shown in
Fig. 3.5. The capability diagram of this system is also shown in the figure. With this system,
it is possible to operate the WECS at a power lower/higher than the rated power (observe
the arrows in Fig. 3.5). This is achieved by the charging/discharging of the energy storage
device mounted to the DC-link. It is assumed that the energy storage device associated with
system E is capable of injecting active power equal to the rated power of the turbine at the
rated voltage for a time duration sufficient for counteracting a power oscillation in the range
of 0.1 to 2 Hz. [30] presents a detail description of the energy storage device.
The modeling and the operation of these investigated systems will be discussed in Chap-
ters 4 and 5.
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Energy
storage Larger grid
side converter
(SN >1.0 pu)
Gear
PWT, QWT
PWT
QWT
Prated P´rated
Fig. 3.5: The wind turbine system E and its capability curve at nominal voltage.
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Chapter 4
Models and case studies
Different simulation tools used during the calculation phase of this thesis will first be men-
tioned in this chapter. A short description of investigated power systems and the modeling
of different components will follow later. Different cases that have been investigated in this
thesis will be mentioned. Finally, operating principles of different wind turbine systems for
different case studies will be discussed briefly.
4.1 Simulation tools used
Calculations presented in this thesis are done using the commercial power system simulator
PSS/E R©. Both the load flow module (psslf4) and the dynamic simulation module (pssds4)
are used for this purpose. Matlab R© is also utilized to read different output files generated by
PSS/E.
4.2 Investigated power system models
4.2.1 Set-up-1
In Chapter 6 of this thesis, the transient stability aspect of different WECSs is investigated
using the power system layout shown in Fig. 4.1. It is a one machine - infinite bus system
augmented with a WECS near the machine. The values of different components of this setup
are given in Appendix A.1. A three-phase to ground fault (200ms duration) is applied at the
middle of the line (F) as a grid disturbance, resulting in a power oscillation. The power from
the hydro generator is 50 MW and the WECS rating is 20% of the hydro generator, i.e. 10
MW.
4.2.2 Set-up-2
In Chapter 7, analysis of the steady state and long term voltage stability aspect of different
WECSs are performed using the power system model shown in Fig. 4.2. Values of different
components of this setup are given in Appendix A.2. The selection of this example grid is
inspired from the Swedish transmission system which is characterized by large scale power
transfer through several 400 kV transmission lines from northern hydro generation sites to
the load centers located mainly in the southern region. Coming wind generation sites are
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Fig. 4.1: Investigated power system, setup-1.
primarily located in the southern region which corresponds to the left part in the figure. This
test system consists of a wind farm installation connected to the 400 kV transmission grid
(BUS3) and load connected at a load bus (BUS4). Part of the load is supplied by the wind
farm and the rest comes from the main grid through long transmission lines. The wind farm
rating is 200 MW. For a given wind speed situation, the maximum amount of load that can
be supplied by the transmission line depends on the line properties. Transformers T1 and T3
have fixed ratios, while T2 is a tap changing transformer.
BUS1
(230 kV)
BUS2
(400 kV)
BUS3
(400 kV)
B
U
S
4
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3
2
k
V
)
BUS5
(132 kV)
T1T2
T3
LOAD
(900 MW)
P
L
,Q
L
PCC
PWT ,QWT
WECS
(200 MW)
Fig. 4.2: Investigated power system, setup-2.
4.2.3 Set-up-3
The short term voltage stability aspect of a WECS, as discussed in Chapter 8, is investigated
using the power system model shown in Fig. 4.3. Values of different components of this
setup are given in Appendix A.3. The short circuit capacity (Sk) of the grid is 144 MVA
and the grid impedance angle (ψk) is 85o. This small distribution network is assumed to
have three feeders serving local loads of different types with embedded wind generations in
all feeders. The distribution network is supplied by a 10 MVA transformer. The amount of
load and wind generation at different feeders are - 2.5 MW of load and 4.3 MW of wind
generation in feeder-1, 3.5 MW of load and 6.5 MW of wind generation in feeder-2 and 3.5
MW of load and 5.9 MW of wind generation in feeder-3. Further discussion regarding the
setup will be provided in Chapter 8.
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Fig. 4.3: Investigated power system, setup-3.
4.2.4 Set-up-4
In Chapter 9 of this thesis, the transient stability of Swedish transmission system in presence
of several large wind farms is investigated where CIGR ´E Nordic32 test grid [31] is utilized as
a representation of the Swedish transmission network. The original Nordic32 grid is shown
in Fig. 4.4. In this thesis the original grid setup has been modified to incorporate the current
network situation into account. Further description of the modified Nordic32 system will be
given in Chapter 9.
4.3 Load models
Both static and dynamic load models are used in the calculation. Static loads of constant
impedance type (Z load), constant current type (I load), constant power type (P load) and the
combination of these three types (ZIP load [20]) are used in calculations. The dynamic load
is modeled as an induction motor using a standard PSS/E R© library model.
4.4 WECS modeling
The PSS/E R© library model for an induction generator (CIMTR3) with a shunt capacitor is
used to represent system A. Rest of the investigated WECSs (B, C, D and E as discussed in
Chapter 3) are implemented using an owner-defined model in PSS/E. They are modeled as a
negative load at the connection point with negative conductance and positive susceptance, as
shown in Fig. 4.5. The WECS acts like a constant MVA source within the converter’s current
limit. The conductance (GWT ) and susceptance (BWT ) are given by
YˆWT = −GWT + jBWT = PWT + jQWT
Vˆ 2WT
(4.1)
where PWT and QWT are the wind farm’s active and reactive power production, respectively,
VWT is the wind farm connection point voltage. Current injection from the wind farm is
IˆWT =
√
(PWT + jQWT )YˆWT . (4.2)
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Fig. 4.4: CIGR ´E Nordic32 test system as considered a representation of the Swedish trans-
mission network, setup-4.
When the converter current limit is reached, it operates as a constant current source and the
conductance and the susceptance vary according to
YˆWT = −GWT + jBWT =
Imax∠arctan(QWTPWT )
VˆWT
(4.3)
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where Imax is the converter maximum current rating. The current injection at this stage is
IˆWT = Imax∠arctan(
QWT
PWT
). (4.4)
Fig. 4.5: Modeling representation of systems B, C, D and E.
4.5 Comparison of the simplified PSS/E R©model of the WECS
with a detail EMTDC R© model
The suggested owner-defined PSS/E model of the variable speed wind turbine with a full
scale power electronic converter, shown in section 4.4, is verified against a more detailed
EMTDC model where the grid side converter is modeled including the converter switching.
The EMTDC modeling details are presented in [32] .The EMTDC model of the wind turbine
is shown in Fig. 4.6. In Fig. 4.7, the response of the two wind farm models to a grid fault is
presented. Voltage, active and reactive power are shown both at the transformer platform of
the wind farm and at the grid connection point. Good agreement between these two modeling
approaches of the variable speed wind turbine with a full scale power converter is achieved
as can be noted from Fig. 4.7.
dc
t
v
P
dc
v
+
-
Grid
filter G
rid
Fig. 4.6: EMTDC model of the variable speed wind turbine with a full scale power electronic
converter.
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Fig. 4.7: Comparison of the simplified PSS/E model of the WECS shown in section 4.4
(Fig. 4.5) with that of the detail EMTDC model (see Fig. 4.6).
4.6 Case studies
4.6.1 Transient stability analysis
In Chapter 6 of this thesis, the transient stability aspect of a WECS is investigated. Wind
turbine systems B, C, D and E (see Chapter 3 for the description of different systems) are
considered in the simulation. In this study, the active and reactive power controllability
of wind turbine systems C, D and E are tested to increase the transient stability of a nearby
conventional generator and to increase the damping of a line power oscillation and the results
are compared with a case considering system B.
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4.6.2 Voltage stability analysis
In Chapters 7 and 8, voltage stability aspects of systems A, B, C and D are investigated. In
Chapter 7, the steady state and long term voltage stability aspects are investigated. Wind
turbine systems A, B, C and D are considered here. In Chapter 8, the short term aspect is
covered. Wind turbine systems B, C and D are assumed in this case.
4.6.3 Large scale wind power integration into the Nordic grid
In Chapter 9, the effect of a large scale wind power integration into the Swedish grid is
investigated. As mentioned earlier, the Cigre´ Nordic32A test system [31] is considered as a
representation of the Swedish transmission network for this study. Wind turbine systems B
and C are used in this study.
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Chapter 5
Power system stability aspects of wind
turbine installations
This chapter starts with a brief overview of the power system stability. Later, power system
stability aspects of different WECSs are presented. Finally, the operation of WECSs are
described.
5.1 Overview of the power system stability
5.1.1 Transient stability
Transient stability is the ability of the power system to maintain synchronism after a severe
transient disturbance like a fault, loss of generation or loss of a large load. During a dis-
turbance, the generators gain kinetic energy due to the large imbalance between the prime
mover power and the output power of the electric generator, and this leads to a large angu-
lar separation among the machines of the system. When this angular separation exceeds a
certain limit, the system looses synchronism [19].
Reduction of the accelerating torque of the machines by applying artificial load, applica-
tion of regulated shunt compensation to increase the flow of synchronizing power among the
interconnected machines are examples of some methods to improve the transient stability of
the power system [19].
5.1.2 Voltage stability
Voltage stability is related to the ability of a power system to maintain acceptable voltage
profile throughout the system [18], [19]. Reactive power consumption of the loads is the
driving force of voltage instability. For this reason this phenomenon is also called ‘load
instability’ [18], [20]. Other factors influencing this phenomenon are the capacity of the
transmission system, generator reactive power - voltage control limits, characteristics of re-
active compensating devices and the action of the under-load tap changer (ULTC) under low
voltage conditions [18], [20], [19].
Preventive measures to avoid voltage instability are the application of reactive power
compensating devices, control of generator reactive power output, control of transformer tap
changers, under-voltage load shedding, etc.
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5.2 Transient stability aspects of systems C, D and E
The power system setup shown in Fig. 4.1 can be simplified to the one shown in Fig. 5.1,
where XGF is the inductive reactance and RGF is the resistance seen by the generator when a
fault occurs at a position F without the presence of a wind farm. This network resistance RGF
is the only resistance seen by the generator during a fault. The active loss associated with this
resistance during a fault is supplied by the generator and this is the only way of transporting
active power from a generator during a fault. The higher this active power transfer is during
a fault, the less the accelerating energy gained by the generator during this faulted time is.
But in presence of a wind farm, by injecting active current during a fault, the equivalent
impedance seen by a generator can be changed.
Fig. 5.1: Equivalent sketch of the power system setup shown in Fig. 4.1 including the WECS
model.
Let us examine the equivalent impedance seen by the generator in the presence of a wind
farm. The equivalent impedance Zeq is given by the following equation
Zeq = Req+jXeq =
(GGF −GWT )
(GGF −GWT )2 + (BGF −BWT )2+j
(BGF −BWT )
(GGF −GWT )2 + (BGF −BWT )2
(5.1)
where GGF=RGF/(R2GF +X2GF ) and BGF=XGF/(R2GF +X2GF ). Values of GWT and BWT
are given by (4.3).
A WECS situated near a conventional generator, injecting active current at unity pf (sys-
tem B, BWT=0) during a network fault, will reduce the resistance seen by the generator
(see Fig. 5.2) and can thus reduce the transient stability of the machine. On the other hand,
systems C, D and E have the possibility to control the active and reactive current injection
during a grid fault. So, in principle, these systems can change the active current injection to
zero (GWT=0) and in this way keep the resistance seen by the generator to its initial value.
They also have the possibility to inject reactive current during a fault (making the value of
(BGF −BWT ) lower, i.e. reduce the reactive impedance seen by the generator).
Combining these two possible operations during a grid fault, the combined effect of
which is a reduced Xeq/Req ratio seen by the generator (see Fig. 5.2), a nearby WECS can
increase the active power transfer from a conventional generator and can thus increase the
transient stability of the machine. After the fault clearing, by reducing the active current
injection from a WECS to zero, the effective load seen by the generator is increased and vice
versa. So, a sustained operation of a WECS in the mode, suggested in this section, during
and after a fault, until a nearby disturbed machine restores its predefined stable operation,
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Fig. 5.2: The impedance seen by a generator during a fault at F, (a) no nearby WECS, (b) a
system B type WECS and (c) WECS of type C, D or E.
can increase the transient stability of the machine as well as enhance the damping of a power
oscillation.
5.3 Steady state voltage stability aspects of systems C and
D
The reactive power injection capability of the wind turbine systems C and D can be seen
as a shunt compensation for the power grid. The power system shown in Fig. 4.2 can be
simplified to the one shown in Fig. 5.3, where Bl is the line charging susceptance and Xl is
the inductance of the line. The Thevenin equivalent seen by the load has the following emf
and impedance
Eth =
1
1− a− jbE (5.2)
Zth = Rth + jXth =
j
1− a− jbXl (5.3)
where a = Xl(Bl + BWT ) and b = XlGWT . The maximum deliverable power to the load
for a given power factor cosφ is
Pmax =
cosφ
|Zth|+Re{Zth} cosφ+ Im{Zth} sinφ
Eth
2
2
. (5.4)
Replacing Eth and Zth into equation 5.4 gives
Pmax =
cosφ√
(1− a)2 + b2 − b cosφ+ (1− a) sinφ
E2
2Xl
(5.5)
and the corresponding voltage at this maximum load is
VmaxP =
1
1− a− jb
E
√
2
√
1 + (1−a) sinφ−b cosφ√
(1−a)2+b2)
. (5.6)
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Fig. 5.3: Shunt compensation by wind turbine systems C and D.
(5.5) shows that with increasing reactive power injection from the wind turbine, which
means increasing a, the maximum deliverable power to the load increases. The load voltage
at this maximum load also increases with increasing reactive power injection. The max-
imum deliverable load also depends on the active production of the wind turbine, which
corresponds to GWT . Similar calculations are shown in [20] for a pure capacitive shunt
compensation.
5.4 Optimal operation of systems C and D for maximum
voltage support
Let us consider a situation when a WECS is connected near a load. Such a setup is shown
in Fig. 4.3. The equivalent seen by a WECS is shown in Fig. 5.4 where X and R are the
equivalent system inductance and resistance, respectively. The voltage drop over the network
impedance due to the load (IL∠φL) and in presence of a WECS (IWT∠φWT ) is given by (note
the vector diagram in Fig 5.4)
∆V = E − V = (IL cosφL − IWT cosφWT )R + (IL sinφL − IWT sinφWT )X. (5.7)
In case of a severe voltage dip, a WECS will hit its converter current limit and will inject
the maximum current Imax∠φWT . The power factor angle φWT is 0o for a system B type
WECS. Let us find the optimal φWT for systems C and D which will make the value of ∆V
a minimum for a given load. The derivative of ∆V w.r.t. φWT is
d∆V
dφWT
= RImax sinφWT −XImax cosφWT . (5.8)
Equating d∆V
dφWT
to 0 gives the optimal value of the power factor angle of a WECS for the
short term voltage stability improvement, which is
φWT = arctan
X
R
. (5.9)
So, during a severe voltage dip, the voltage support provided by a WECS is maximum
when it changes its power factor angle to arctan X
R
from the nominal value of 0o.
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Fig. 5.4: Optimal short-term voltage support by wind turbine systems C and D.
5.5 Voltage boosting capacity of systems C and D
(5.7) could be re-written as
V = E − (IL cosφL − IWT cosφWT )R− (IL sinφL − IWT sinφWT )X. (5.10)
During normal operation i.e. when φWT=0o, the voltage at the WECS terminal, Vo, is given
by (from (5.10))
Vo = E − (IL cosφL − IWT )R− (IL sinφL)X. (5.11)
As mentioned in Section 5.4, the voltage at the WECS terminal is maximum when φWT =
arctan X
R
and IWT=Imax. The maximum voltage, Vmax, is given by
Vmax = E − (IL cosφL − Imax R√
R2 +X2
)R− (IL sinφL − Imax X√
R2 +X2
)X. (5.12)
The boost in the terminal voltage provided by this altered operation of a WECS could be
found by subtracting (5.11) from (5.12), which gives
Vboost = Vmax − Vo = Imax
√
R2 +X2 − IWTR. (5.13)
In per unit quantities, the voltage boost can be expressed as:
Vboost,pu =
SWT
Sk
− IWT,puRpu (5.14)
where SWT is the capacity of the wind turbine, Sk is the grid short circuit capacity at the
wind turbine connection point, Rpu is the grid resistance. For a large grid impedance angle
the voltage boost can be approximated as
Vboost,pu ' SWT
Sk
(5.15)
So, in principle, a reduction in the bus voltage at the WECS connection point from the
nominal value, no more than Vboost, could be mitigated by systems C and D by utilizing the
reactive power injection capability of their grid side converters.
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5.6 Short term voltage stability aspects of systems C and D
As mentioned earlier, the driving force of the short term voltage instability is the tendency
of dynamic loads to restore their consumed power in the time frame of a second. A typical
load of this type is the induction motor.
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Fig. 5.5: Speed-torque curve of an induction motor. S- stable equilibrium point, U- unstable
equilibrium point, Tm- load torque.
The speed-torque curve of an induction motor is shown in Fig. 5.5. In the figure, S de-
notes the stable operating point of the motor at rated voltage V1 i.e. the intersection point of
the motor electrical torque and the load torque. The other intersection point U denotes an
unstable operating point of the motor. Following a disturbance, if there exists no intersection
point between the electrical and the mechanical torque curve due to an increase in transmis-
sion impedance (a reduction in grid voltage, note the speed-torque presented in a broken line
in Fig. 5.5), the equilibrium disappears and the motor stalls. Let us define the critical voltage
when the motor speed-torque curve touches the load torque curve as Vcritical i.e. if the grid
voltage goes below Vcritical following a grid disturbance, the motor would stall. As calcu-
lated in Section 5.5, a WECS of type C or D can boost the voltage at its connection point
to an amount Vboost. So the critical value of the grid voltage which will cause an induction
motor to stall can be reduced to Vcritical-Vboost in presence of a WECS and a motor stalling
due to a reduction in the grid voltage could be avoided.
The differential equation of the rotor motion of an induction motor can be written in
terms of slip as
2Hs˙ = Tm − Te (5.16)
where H is the inertia constant of the rotating mass, Tm is the per unit load torque and Te is
the per unit electrical torque developed by the motor. The electrical torque is a function of
terminal voltage and slip [20] i.e.
Te = V
2f(s). (5.17)
During a fault, the motor bus voltage is reduced drastically and accordingly also, the
electrodynamic torque of the motor, Te. The motor decelerates quickly due to the imbalance
in the load and the electrical torque which is governed by (5.16). For a slowly cleared
fault and/or a highly loaded motor, the motor slip at fault clearing may exceed the unstable
equilibrium point U (in Fig. 5.5). Although the motor’s electrical and mechanical torque
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curves intersects in this case, the motor cannot re-accelerate after the fault is cleared as the
speed reduced beyond the unstable equilibrium point U and the motor stalls. The result is an
unacceptably low voltage at the network near the motor bus. By fully utilizing the voltage
boosting capacity of a WECS during this situation, the motor bus voltage during a fault could
be increased by an amount Vboost which corresponds to an increase in the Te by an amount
∆Te = (2V + Vboost)Vboostf(s). (5.18)
This corresponds to a less reduction in motor speed for a given fault duration i.e. increased
critical fault clearing time which is an indication of the voltage stability improvement.
5.7 Operation of the WECS
5.7.1 Transient stability and power oscillation damping enhancement
The main idea of improving transient stability of a generating unit is to reduce the net avail-
able energy for acceleration of the generating unit during a major grid disturbance (fault). As
discussed in Section 5.2, a WECS operating as it is during a grid fault (system B), can reduce
the transient stability of a nearby conventional generator by reducing the active power trans-
fer from the generator during a fault. Wind turbine systems C, D and E have the possibility
to modify their normal operation during a major disturbance (fault) and can thus improve the
transient stability of a nearby generator. As discussed in Section 5.2, by setting the active cur-
rent injection from a WECS to zero and injecting reactive current during a grid disturbance,
the active power transfer from a nearby generator could be increased which would reduce
the available accelerating energy for the generator during and immediately after a grid fault
(when the generator rotor angle accelerates). This would help increasing the transient sta-
bility of the machine. On the other hand, when the generator rotor angle decelerates, it is
beneficial to reduce the load seen by the generator either by injecting active power from an
alternate energy source (systems C and D can restore their normal active power production
and system E can inject extra active power on top of its normal production by discharging
the energy stored in its storage device) or by absorbing reactive power (system D has the
possibility of exchanging reactive power during a rated power operation). This contingency
operation of a WECS will increase the transient stability of a nearby conventional generator
and also improve the damping of power oscillations.
The contingency operation of different WECSs to improve transient stability and power
oscillation damping are summarized in Fig 5.6, where n stands for normal operation of a
WECS, a stands for contingency operation of a WECS when the rotor angle of a nearby
generator is accelerating i.e. the rotor speed deviation is beyond a certain positive value,
and d stands for contingency operation of a WECS when the rotor angle of the generator is
decelerating i.e. the rotor speed deviation is beyond a certain negative value. Wind turbine
system B always operates at unity pf . System C reduces the active current injection to zero
and injects reactive current to its limit when the generator rotor angle accelerates (observe
a in Fig 5.6). System C has the facility to dissipate/dump the input wind energy that it fails
to deliver to the grid during this contingency operation. When the rotor starts to decelerate,
system C restores its normal operation (see d in Fig 5.6). Wind turbine system D is the
one with a larger grid side converter. During the accelerating period of the rotor of a nearby
generator, system D reduces the active current injection to zero and injects reactive current to
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Fig. 5.6: Operation of wind turbine systems B, C, D and E for transient stability enhancement
and power oscillation damping. n- normal operation, a- contingency operation when the
rotor angle of a nearby generator accelerates and d- contingency operation when the rotor
angle of a nearby generator decelerates.
its limit (a). When the rotor decelerates, system D restores the active power production and
absorbs reactive power from the grid (see d in Fig 5.6). The operation of system E during the
accelerating period of the rotor of a nearby generator is similar to that of systems C and D,
i.e. to reduce the active current injection to zero and to inject reactive current to its limit. The
input wind power that it fails to deliver to the grid during this contingency period is utilized
to charge the energy storage device. But during the decelerating period of the rotor, system E
restores its normal operation and discharges the stored energy on top of it (see d in Fig 5.6).
5.7.2 Voltage stability enhancement
The main idea of improving the voltage stability of the power system is to provide the re-
active power compensation near load centers. As mentioned earlier, by incorporating the
SVC/STATCOM function into the control of a modern WECS, it could also be seen as a
controllable reactive power source.
By utilizing the reactive power injection capability of systems C and D, the maximum
deliverable load and hence the steady state voltage stability of the system increases, as dis-
cussed in Section 5.3. In Chapter 7, wind turbine systems C and D are operated in a voltage
control mode in order to study the voltage stability aspects of these systems. In this mode, a
WECS tries to control the voltage of the point of common coupling (pcc) bus (for example,
BUS3 in Fig 4.2) or a remote bus (BUS4 in Fig 4.2) by utilizing its reactive power injec-
tion capability. The operation of systems C and D for this purpose is demonstrated using
the capability curve as shown in Fig. 5.7a. Wind turbine system C reduces the active power
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Fig. 5.7: Operation of wind turbine systems C and D for voltage stability enhancement, (a)
steady state and long term voltage stability enhancement and (b) short term voltage stability
enhancement.
production to make room for the required reactive power to control the voltage during a high
wind speed situation (observe the curved arrow in Fig. 5.7a) or during a low wind speed
operation, utilize the remaining current injection capacity to provide the necessary reactive
power (observe the smaller arrow in Fig. 5.7a). System D, on the other hand, utilizes its over
rated grid side converter to provide the necessary reactive power support during a high wind
speed operation, without reducing the active power production (observe the larger arrow in
Fig. 5.7a).
By utilizing the fast controllability of the grid side converter of systems C and D, short
term voltage instability due to induction motor stalling could be prevented, as mentioned
earlier. During a severe voltage dip, the grid side converter of a WECS reaches its current
limit and the maximum possible voltage support is provided by a WECS when it operates
according to the optimal condition discussed in Section 5.4. In the short term voltage stability
study, presented in Chapter 8, the contingency operation of systems C and D is based on this
optimal condition. The contingency operation of systems C and D for short term voltage
stability enhancement is indicated by c and c´, respectively, in Fig 5.7b. When the voltage of
the pcc bus is above a certain minimum value, the WECS operates normally i.e. unity power
factor operation (observe n in Fig 5.7b). When the pcc voltage goes below the minimum
threshold value, the WECS enters into the contingency mode (observe c and c´ in Fig 5.7b).
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Chapter 6
Analysis of the transient stability aspect
of the WECS
The impact of a WECS during and after a transient disturbance has been studied in this
chapter. Wind turbine systems B, C, D and E are investigated here. This chapter starts with a
short overview of the investigated power system and WECSs considered in this study. Later
the impacts of different types of WECSs on the transient stability of a nearby generator and
on the grid power oscillation are quantified.
6.1 Over view of the investigated system
Power system setup-1, presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.2, is employed in this study. The
layout of the investigated power system is again shown here in Fig. 6.1 for convenience. A
three-phase to ground fault (200 ms duration) is applied at the middle of the line and the
generator rotor angle and the grid power (Pgrid) are studied in the presence of different types
of WECS. It is assumed that the energy storage device associated with system E is capable
of injecting active power equal to the rated power of the turbine at the rated voltage for a
time duration sufficient for counteracting a power oscillation in the range of 0.1 to 2 Hz.
This means that system E should be able to feed out a power increase of 1 pu when it is
already operating at the rated power. In this case the grid side converter needs to be over
dimensioned by a factor of two. System D is assumed to have a 50% over-rated grid side
converter.
6.2 Impact on Transient stability
The definition of the transient stability margin used in this chapter is shown in Fig. 6.2. It is
adopted from [21]. The area under the power-angle curve indicated by ‘A2+A3’ is the area
available for the generator to dissipate the accelerating energy that has been gained during
the transient period. The area indicated by ‘A3’ is the margin available for the generator
depending on the present operating point and the severity of the fault. The ratio between
area ‘A3’ and ‘A1+A2+A3’ is defined as the transient stability margin (TSM).
Fig. 6.3 shows the generator rotor angle swing, when a three phase to ground fault is
applied at the location F for 200 ms, in presence of different types of WECSs, namely,
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Fig. 6.1: Layout of the investigated power system with a WECS.
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systems B, C, D and E. The generator maximum rotor angle swing is 109o when a nearby
connected WECS is a system B type WECS. The transient stability margin is 20% in this
case. The maximum rotor angle swing is reduced to 96o when the connected WECS is
a system C type installation which corresponds to a 40% transient stability margin. The
reduced maximum rotor angle swing of a hydro generator, when subject to a grid fault,
in presence of a nearby system C type WECS shows the system C’s transient enhancing
property. In presence of systems D and E, the maximum rotor angle swing of the generator
is even lower (95o), although the improvement is not so significant. The response of different
types of WECS is shown in Fig. 6.4. In Fig. 6.4, a, n and d correspond to operation of a
WECS in different operational modes as presented in Chapter 5, Section 5.7.1.
The critical clearing time of a fault (tcritical), when it is applied at F, is calculated in the
presence of different WECSs. The critical fault clearing time is 252 ms when a system B
type WECS is connected near the generator. It means that if a solid three phase to ground
fault at F exists longer than 252 ms, the generator will loose synchronism. When the nearby
WECS is a system C type WECS, the critical fault clearing time, tcritical, increases to 292
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Fig. 6.3: Generator’s rotor angle swing in presence of different types of WECS.
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Fig. 6.4: Response of different types of WECS to a grid fault. a, n and d are different
contingency operational modes of a WECS (presented in Chapter 5, Section 5.7.1).
ms. In presence of systems D and E, tcritical is further increased to 295 ms.
The maximum rotor angle swing, the transient stability margin (TSM) and the critical
fault clearing time in presence of different types of WECS are listed in Table 6.1.
6.3 Impact on power oscillation damping
Besides influencing the transient stability of a nearby generator, a WECS could also improve
the damping of a power oscillation. In Fig. 6.5, the transmitted power into the grid, Pgrid
is shown in presence of different investigated WECS when the system is disturbed by a
solid three phase to ground fault at F. As could be noted from the figure, the damping of
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Table 6.1: List of maximum angle swing, TSM and critical fault clearing time (tcritical) in
presence of different investigated WECS.
Maximum rotor swing TSM tcritical
System B 109o 20% 252 ms
System C 96o 40% 292 ms
System D 95o 42% 295 ms
System E 95o 42% 295 ms
the grid power oscillation is improved when systems C, D or E is connected rather than
system B. The damping constant (DC) of the grid power oscillation is 0.6 when the WECS
is a system B type turbine. The damping constant is increased to 1.1 when a system C
type WECS is connected near the generator. System D improves the DC to 1.4 which is
accomplished by utilizing the larger grid side converter. The improvement in DC is the
largest for this particular case, when system E is connected near the generator. The significant
improvement in DC with system E is due to the fact that it includes an energy storage device
in its design and by subsequent charging and discharging of this device, it counteracts the
power oscillation in a more effective way than system D.
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Fig. 6.5: Injected active power into the grid in presence of different types of WECS.
6.4 Discussion
The main results from the above calculations are listed in Table 6.2, where the critical fault
clearing time and the damping constant are summarized. System C provides a significant im-
provement in the transient stability of a nearby generator and the damping of the grid power
oscillation compared to system B. Important to note is that, the hardware setup of systems B
and C is quite similar but in system C the grid reinforcing algorithm is incorporated in the
control of the grid side converter. Although the enhancement in transient stability is slightly
larger with systems D and E compared to system C, but the improvement made in the damp-
ing of the grid power oscillation is quite significant. Note that, although the hardware setup
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of system D is quite similar to that of system C except the over-dimensioned grid side con-
verter, the hardware setup of system E is different. It includes an extra energy storage device
in its design. A larger grid side converter and an extra energy storage device associated with
system E are drawbacks of this system. But it is obvious that with a negligible or a little
extra effort, the existing wind turbine system B could be modified to a grid reinforcing type
wind turbine system (system C or D).
Table 6.2: List of critical fault clearing time (tcritical) and damping constant (DC) of the grid
power oscillation.
tcritical DC
System B 252 ms 0.6
System C 292 ms 1.1
System D 295 ms 1.4
System E 295 ms 1.9
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Chapter 7
Analysis of the steady state and the long
term voltage stability aspects of the
WECS
Variable speed wind turbines have a converter based reactive power injection facility already
included in their design, as mentioned earlier. An interesting possibility, accordingly, is to
utilize the reactive power injection capability of the variable speed wind turbine for improv-
ing the voltage stability of the power grid. The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the
effect that wind generators have on the voltage stability. In particular, to study the possibil-
ities of different wind turbine systems (systems A, B, C and D) with various reactive power
control algorithms, and to study the impact of reactive power injection by the wind turbine
systems on the steady-state power transfer limit. Moreover, of interest is to determine which
load/wind generation situations that are the most critical. At the end of this chapter, the
findings are quantified using case studies.
7.1 Overview of the investigated system
the power system set-up-2 as presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.2, is utilized in this study.
The system is again presented here in Fig. 7.1 for convenience. Wind turbine systems A,
B, C and D are investigated here. The description of these wind turbine systems are given
in Chapter 3. In the calculation, two different wind speed situations are considered: high
and low. At high wind speed, the turbine operates at rated power and at low wind speed it
operates at 30% of its rated production. The load connected at BUS4 is a 0.85 lagging pf
static ZIP load consisting of 50%Z load, 25%I load and 25%P load. The active (PL) and
reactive power (QL) at any voltage V are accordingly given by
PL = zPo{0.5( V
Vo
)2 + 0.25(
V
Vo
) + 0.25} (7.1)
QL = zQo{0.5( V
Vo
)2 + 0.25(
V
Vo
) + 0.25} (7.2)
where z is a demand variable which represents the total amount of equipment connected at
the bus, Vo is the nominal voltage of the load bus, Po and Qo are load active and reactive
power demand at nominal voltage, respectively, when z=1.
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Fig. 7.1: Single line diagram of the investigated power system.
7.2 PV diagram
Fig. 7.2 illustrates the definitions of the quantities Pallow, Pmax and VmaxP using a PV dia-
gram. Pallow defines the allowed active load that can be drawn keeping the bus voltage at
0.95pu and Pmax is the maximum deliverable load. The voltage is defined as VmaxP when
the active load consumption is Pmax. In the following sections, the results from the analysis
will be presented in PV diagrams for BUS4, see Fig. 7.1.
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P
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V
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0.95
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Fig. 7.2: PV diagram showing Pallow, Pmax and VmaxP .
7.3 Voltage stability enhancement under different wind con-
ditions
7.3.1 Low wind speed situation
The operating point of the wind turbine system C during a low wind speed situation is shown
in point LW1 in Fig. 7.3, where the power factor is kept at unity. At this operating point, the
wind turbine does not utilize the full capacity of its power electronic converter. Keeping the
active power production at the same level, the wind turbine system can inject a substantial
amount of reactive power into the grid until it reaches the operating point LW2, shown in
Fig. 7.3. The reactive power injection capability of this type of wind turbine system can be
seen as a shunt compensation for the power system but with negligible additional cost.
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Fig. 7.3: Variable speed wind turbine’s capability curve at nominal voltage (system B and
C).
Fig. 7.4 shows the PV curves at the load bus (BUS4) in the presence of the different
wind turbine systems. It is clear from Fig. 7.4 that the maximum deliverable power (Pmax)
is increased by using the reactive power injection facility of the variable speed system C.
In other words, the voltage stability margin can be increased by reactive power injection
from system C. Fig. 7.4 shows one particular case where system C uses 50% of its available
reactive power resource (operating point LW3 in Fig. 7.3). In this case, Pallow increases from
885MW to 960MW and Pmax increases from 916MW to 985MW. By using system D during
low wind speed situations these quantities can be increased even more.
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Fig. 7.4: BUS4 PV diagram considering the four types of wind turbine systems at BUS6.
Low wind speed situation.
Fig. 7.5 shows the allowed and maximum steady-state power obtained using different
levels of reactive power injection from the wind farm. Both Pmax and Pallow at the load bus
(BUS4) increase with increasing reactive power injection by the wind farm at BUS6, which
is as expected. It can be noted that at a higher reactive power injection level of the wind
farm, the normal operating point progressively approaches the nose point of the PV curve
(Fig. 7.5).
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Fig. 7.5: Pmax and Pallow at BUS4 with different reactive injection levels of the wind turbine
systems. Low wind speed situation.
Fig. 7.6 shows the percentage improvement in Pmax and Pallow. These quantities increase
up to 14% and 17%, respectively, when the reactive power injection capacity of the wind
farm is fully used.
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Fig. 7.6: Percentage improvement in Pmax and Pallow. Low wind speed situation.
The above simulations show a grid stabilizing property of a wind farm based on system
C. It is clear from the calculations that, at low wind speed the power electronic converter of
the turbine can be utilized to increase the voltage stability limit of the nearby load bus. As
mentioned above, this can be done with negligible extra cost.
7.3.2 High wind speed situation
The power production from the turbine reaches the rated value during a high wind speed
situations. The operating point shifts to HW1, as shown in Fig. 7.3. The reactive power
injection capability of the wind turbine system C is zero at this point. One way to provide
emergency reactive power support to the grid during high wind speed situations is to reduce
active power production from the wind farm system (C), and to utilize the relieved capacity
of the existing power electronic converter to produce reactive power. Instead of operating
at HW1, the wind farm then will operate at any point in the first quadrant of the capability
diagram, depending on the grid’s need, observe the curved arrow in Fig. 7.3.
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A method for avoiding a voltage collapse event, due to the generator’s armature current
protection, by rescheduling the conventional generator, is illustrated in [33]. The possibility
of such rescheduling of a modern wind farm is investigated here.
Fig. 7.7 shows the effect of shifting the operating point of the turbine, from the normal
operation (HW1), at Pmax and Pallow. As shown in the figure, both Pmax and Pallow can
be increased from their initial values (when, PWT = Prated and QWT = 0) by reducing ac-
tive power production from the turbine and utilizing the remaining capacity of the grid side
converter to inject emergency reactive power into the grid. By employing this active power
reduction mode of operation, both Pmax and Pallow can be improved up to 12% and 15%,
respectively, from their initial values.
The curves show that wind turbine system C can assist the grid even during high wind
speed operation by reducing its active power production level and using the remaining capac-
ity of the power electronic converter to inject reactive power. Operation of the investigated
system C in this active power reduction mode can be seen as a grid stabilizing property of the
wind turbine. If the wind farm owner can be compensated for this non-supplied production
as a form of lost opportunity payment, operation in this mode can be economically viable.
This active power reduction mode can also be employed during low wind speed operation
if the reactive power needed by the grid is higher than the available reactive power injection
capacity of the wind farm at this wind speed. Of course, operation of the wind farm in
this untraditional mode depends on grid regulations and the level of compensation from the
system operator.
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Fig. 7.7: Pmax, Pallow and percentage improvement in Pmax & Pallow at BUS4 during active
power reduction mode of operation.
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7.4 Over-dimensioning of the grid side converter
7.4.1 New operating region
Another way of providing reactive power support to the grid during high wind speed oper-
ation is to increase the size of the grid side converter (over-dimensioning). In this study, a
50% larger grid side converter is considered. The active and reactive power production range
of this type of wind turbine, system-D, is presented in Fig. 7.8. If a disturbance occurs in the
grid, system D can maintain the active power production at high wind speed and still feed
reactive power into the grid, reaching the point HW2 (Fig. 7.8).
1.5*Qrated
QWT
PWT
Prated
Qrated
HW1
HW2
Fig. 7.8: Capability curve of a modern variable speed wind turbine with an over dimensioned
grid side converter (system-D).
7.4.2 Voltage stability enhancement during high wind condition
Fig. 7.9 presents the PV diagram of BUS4 considering a high wind speed situation. From
this figure, it is clear that the maximum deliverable power to the load is increased when
system D is used during a high wind speed situation without reducing the active power
production. One particular case is shown where system D fully utilizes its reactive power
injection capability (HW2 in Fig. 7.8). System C can also increase this quantity during high
wind speed operation by reducing its active power production and utilizing the remaining
capacity of the converter to inject reactive power. Fig. 7.9 shows one case where system C
reduces its active production by 30% to allow for injecting reactive power and by doing so,
increases Pallow and Pmax. It is interesting to note that, the standard variable speed system
B does not provide much improvement in Pallow and Pmax compared to the traditional fixed
speed system A, while the use of systems C and D provides substantial improvement.
Fig. 7.10 presents Pmax and Pallow for different reactive power injection levels of the
wind farm. At higher reactive injection levels (near HW2), the normal steady-state operating
point (Pallow) is close to the maximum power transfer limit (nose point), which represents
a highly compensated situation. But the high reactive power injection capacity of this type
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Fig. 7.9: BUS4 PV diagram considering the four types of wind turbine systems at BUS6.
High wind speed situation.
of wind turbine system can be valuable for maintaining the transient voltage stability of the
system, as well as increasing the steady-state power transfer level.
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Fig. 7.10: Pmax and Pallow at BUS4 with different reactive power injection levels of the wind
turbine systems. High wind speed situation.
Fig. 7.11 shows the percentage improvement in maximum and allowed power. By utiliz-
ing the full reactive power injection capacity, the maximum and allowable power increases
up to 17% and 20%, respectively.
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Fig. 7.11: Percentage improvement in Pmax and Pallow. High wind speed situation.
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Based on the results presented above, it can be said that the reactive power injection
capability of system D increases the voltage stability limit of the load bus during high wind
speed operation without reducing active power production from the farm, while a minor
improvement is obtained if the converter rating is kept constant.
7.5 Transformer’s tap changing action and the WECS
So far, results have been presented without considering the tap changing action, in order to
purely see the effect of the reactive power injection from the wind turbine. However, tap
changer action is an important issue, in fact, one of the driving forces of voltage instability
[20], [19]. By trying to restore the load side voltage to a predefined voltage range, the ULTC
progressively degrades the transmission level voltage which can lead to a possible voltage
collapse event. One possibility lies in utilizing the reactive power injection capability of
wind turbine systems C and D to avoid such destabilizing situations.
For this purpose, systems C and D try to maintain the steady-state voltage at the trans-
mission level (BUS3), where they are integrated into the grid, within a predefined limit. This
voltage regulation limit of the grid can be the same or may differ from the dead band of
the tap changing transformer. Here, both limits are assumed to be the same (±5% devia-
tion). Simulations are performed here using the tap changing action of transformer T2. Two
cases are studied here, a high load - low wind situation (case 1) and a high load - high wind
situation (case 2).
In Case 1, a low wind speed situation is considered at the wind turbine installation which
implies 60 MW of wind power generation. The total load at the load bus (BUS4) is (910
MW, 560 Mvar). The grid disturbance is applied by disconnecting one of the high voltage
transmission lines. The results are presented in Fig. 7.12. After the line disconnection, the
BUS3 voltage drops due to the increasing reactive losses in the line and also due to the re-
duced line charging. With wind turbine system A or B integrated into the power system, the
transmission level voltage (BUS3) drops further due to the tap changing action of the trans-
former. The tap changing action restores the load side voltage (BUS4), but one drawback is
that it has a negative impact on the grid side voltage and can initiate a voltage collapse event
(Fig. 7.12). However, when considering system C or D, the possible voltage collapse event
is avoided. In this case, the wind turbine system utilizes its reactive power injection capabil-
ity to maintain the voltage on the transmission level (BUS3) within the allowed limit (±5%
deviation) after the grid disturbance. Most of the load side voltage (BUS4) is also restored
by this action taken by the wind farm and part of the load side voltage is restored, in this
case, by a few tap movements of the transformer. The voltage reduction at the transmission
level due to this tap movement is counteracted by subsequent reactive power injection by the
wind farm.
A high wind generation and high load scenario is considered in Case 2. The results are
shown in Fig. 7.13. Using wind turbine systems A and B, the power system approaches a
voltage collapse event after the disconnection of one of the transmission lines. But with sys-
tem C, employing the active power reduction mode during a high wind speed situation, by
reducing the active power production from the turbine to allow for reactive power injection,
the voltage collapse event is avoided. In this particular situation, a 50% reduction in the
active power generation is needed. The voltage collapse event can also be avoided, as ex-
pected, by using system D. By employing system D, no reduction in active power production
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Fig. 7.12: Case 1 (high load, low wind): BUS3 and BUS4 voltage after the disconnection
of one of the transmission lines and the response of different types of wind farms to this
disturbance.
is required. In this case, a 25% over-dimensioning of the grid side converter is enough to
avoid an emerging voltage collapse event.
7.6 Discussion
The economic aspects associated with the active power reduction mode and the over-dimensioning
of the grid side converter are beyond the scope of this study. Large hydro generators that have
an agreement with the system operator trade their reactive power effort as an ancillary ser-
vice, which the system operator uses to secure voltage stability of the system [34]. With
increasing wind power penetration level, if the wind farm can trade its reactive power injec-
tion capability like large hydro generators, then over-dimensioning of the grid side converter
can be economically viable. Also, if a wind farm owner could obtain compensation for non-
supplied production, as a form of lost opportunity payment, the active power reduction mode
of operation would be possible to implement.
The case studies considering the tap changing action of the transformer, presented in the
paper, show that by incorporating a suitable voltage control algorithm into the control of a
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Fig. 7.13: Case 2 (high load, high wind): BUS3 and BUS4 voltage after the disconnection
of one of the transmission lines and the response of different types of wind farms to this
disturbance. Active power production (PWT ) from system A, B and D remains at 200 MW.
modern WECS (system C or D), a possible voltage collapse event due to tap movement could
be avoided. This can be seen as a global voltage stabilizing property of wind turbine systems
(C and D).
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Chapter 8
Analysis of the short term voltage
stability aspects of a WECS
The main purpose of this chapter is to investigate the short term voltage stability aspects of
the distributed variable speed wind generation mixed with voltage sensitive loads, such as
induction motors, power electronic supplied equipments, at weaker parts of the network as
well as to investigate the possibility of mitigating voltage dips by utilizing the turbine. This
chapter starts with an overview of the investigated system followed by the description of
different cases investigated here. Later, results and discussions will be presented.
8.1 Overview of the investigated system
The power system set-up-3 as presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.2, is utilized in this study.
The system is again presented here in Fig. 8.1 for convenience. Wind turbine systems B,
C and D are considered in this investigation. It is assumed that the load of feeder-1 is of
constant current type load, the load of feeder-2 is of induction motor type load and the load
of feeder-3 is of constant impedance type load. The parameters for the induction motor are
chosen based on a typical value from [20]. The load pf of all feeders are assumed to be 0.98
lagging.
Fig. 8.1: Single line diagram of the investigated power system.
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8.2 Different cases
In the calculation, a high wind speed - high load demand situation is considered. Depending
on the wind turbine technology utilized, five different cases are investigated. They are:
case-1: In this case, it is assumed that all the wind turbines connected at the sub-station
are of system B type, i.e. producing active power at unity pf .
case-2: A combination of systems B and C type of WECS is assumed in this case. The
WECS connected at bus-5 is a system B type wind turbine while the other two buses are
assumed to have system C type WECS which means, in this case 40% of the total integrated
WECS are system B type and the remaining 60% are of system C type.
case-3: In this case 60% of the total integrated WECS are of system B type (integrated
at bus-4 and bus-6) and the remaining 40% are of system C type (integrated at bus-5).
case-4: In this case, it is assumed that all the wind turbines connected at the sub-station
are of system C type.
case-5: In this case, all feeders are assumed to be integrated with system D type WECSs.
8.3 Short term voltage stability improvement
As mentioned earlier, to avoid short term voltage instability due to the tendency of dynamic
loads, such as induction motors, to restore consumed power in the time frame of a second,
fast reactive support near the load center is essential. The reactive support should be able to
restore a stable equilibrium point under the worst contingency considered and should be fast
enough to act before the motor slip exceeds the stall point. Two short term voltage instability
mechanisms are investigated here. One is due to a short circuit and the another one is due
to an increase is the transmission impedance. The second mechanism corresponds to the
disconnection of a parallel line in the network.
8.3.1 Instability due to a short-circuit
A three phase short-circuit fault (354 ms duration) is applied in feeder-3 at location F as
shown in Fig. 8.1. When all wind turbines are of system B type (case-1), after the fault clear-
ing (by removing the faulted feeder), the motor slip exceeds the post disturbance unstable
equilibrium value and it cannot re-accelerates even after the fault is cleared (see Fig. 8.2).
The voltage at Bus-5 is also shown in the figure. The Bus-5 voltage is reduced to around 0.2
pu during the fault. The response of different wind turbines to this disturbance is shown in
Fig. 8.3 where it can be seen that the active power production from all turbines is reduced
which is due to the reduction of their corresponding bus voltages.
In cases where both systems B and C types of WECS are integrated in the system (case-2
and 3), motor stalling is avoided, as shown is Fig. 8.2. During the disturbance, system C
type WECS operates in such a way that it increases its connection point voltage to a highest
possible value and in this way it can help reducing the deceleration of the motor. The optimal
operation for this purpose has been described in Chapter 5, Section 5.4. In Fig. 8.2, observe
the higher remaining voltage at bus-5 for cases 2 and 3. Interesting to note is that, although in
case-2 60% of the integrated WECSs are system C type (which are assumed to be connected
at bus-4 and at bus-6), the remaining voltage at bus-5 is higher in case-3 where only 40%
of the integrated WECSs are system C type (which is assumed to be connected at bus-5 i.e.
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Fig. 8.2: Motor speed deviation and bus-5 voltage for different cases.
near the motor load). The response of turbines in these cases (case-2 and 3) connected at
different buses, to this disturbance, is shown in Fig. 8.3.
In the fourth case, where all WECSs are assumed to be system C type, the motor de-
celeration is reduced further and after the fault clearing, the motor starts accelerating and
reaches its post disturbance equilibrium point in 2.5s. When all WECSs are of system D
type (case-5), the remaining voltage at bus-5 during the disturbance increases up to 0.4 pu
and the motor reaches its post disturbance equilibrium operation in less than 1.5 s after the
fault clearing.
Finally, in Table 8.1, the critical fault clearing time (tcritical) is shown for different inves-
tigated cases when a three phase short-circuit fault is applied at a location F in feeder-3. As
expected, in the presence of system C or D type wind turbines, the value of tcritical increases
compared to the case when only system B type WECSs are employed.
Table 8.1: Critical fault clearing time (tcritical) for a three-phase short-circuit fault at location
F (in Fig. 8.1) for five different investigated cases.
Case tcritical
Case-1 354 ms
Case-2 368 ms
Case-3 377 ms
Case-4 390 ms
Case-5 438 ms
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Fig. 8.3: Active and reactive power of different wind turbines for different investigated cases.
8.3.2 Instability due to an increase in the transmission impedance
After a disturbance that results in the disconnection of transmission lines, the transmission
impedance will increase and hence a reduction in voltage will be experienced in the distri-
bution network until the tap changing transformer in a sub-station restores the voltage to its
nominal value. Due to the fact that this tap changing action is a slow phenomena, this reduc-
tion in voltage due to the increase in transmission impedance can lead an induction motor
to stall as the motor mechanical and electrical torque curves may not intersect after the dis-
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turbance and the network voltage may collapse (note the speed-torque curve of an induction
motor at a reduced voltage V2 as shown in Fig. 5.5 in Chapter 5).
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Fig. 8.4: Motor speed deviation and bus-5 voltage for different cases.
Due to an increase in the transmission impedance, a 75% voltage dip (remaining voltage
75%) is experienced at the grid (see Fig 8.1). The motor electrical and mechanical torque
curves do not intersect at this reduced voltage. As a result the motor stalls and the voltage
collapses when the WECSs are assumed to be of system B type. The motor pu speed devia-
tion and the bus-5 voltage is shown in Fig 8.4 where it is shown that after the disturbance the
motor decelerates rapidly resulting in a rapid reduction in the voltage as well. When case-5
is considered i.e. when all WECSs are assumed to be system D type, instability is avoided.
With the help of a larger grid side converter, system D managed to maintain the active power
production at the pre-disturbance value and utilize the remaining capacity of the converter to
provide reactive power support to maintain the connection point voltage (see Fig 8.5). Insta-
bility could also be avoided in case-4 where all WECSs are assumed to be of system C type.
In that case, due to the need of a longer duration reactive power support, the rotor blades of
the turbine have to be pitched out of the wind to reduce the energy capture from the wind
and instantaneous power restoration could not be possible in that situation.
8.4 Mitigation of voltage dips
8.4.1 Voltage dip
Voltage dips are short duration reductions in rms voltage caused by short circuits, overloads
and starting of large motors [35]. The interest in voltage sags is mainly due to the fact that
they cause problems on several types of equipments such as adjustable-speed drives, process
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Fig. 8.5: Active and reactive power of different wind turbines for different investigated cases.
control equipment and computers. Most of the current interest in voltage dips is directed to
voltage dips due to short circuit faults [35].
8.4.2 Consequences of a voltage dip
As mentioned earlier, loads like adjustable speed drives, process control equipment and com-
puters are notorious for their sensitivity. Some types of equipment trip when the rms voltage
drops below 90% for longer than one or two cycles [35]. If this equipment is a process con-
trol equipment of a paper mill, the damage due to voltage dips is enormous. A voltage dip
is not as damaging to industry as an interruption, but there are far more voltage sags than
interruptions, so the damage due to voltage sags can still be larger [35].
8.4.3 Mitigation methods
As mentioned earlier, tripping of sensitive equipments due to voltage dips is the main prob-
lem associated with this event. If there were no equipment tripping, there would not be any
voltage quality problem. Five types of mitigation methods are addressed in [35] of which
three methods involve improvement in power system such as, reducing the number of short
circuits faults, reducing the fault clearing time and changing the system design. As can be
understood, modification of an existing power system to mitigate voltage dips will be fairly
expensive to realize. The two other mitigation methods as mentioned in [35] are namely,
utilization of mitigation equipments between the sensitive equipment and the supply and im-
proving the immunity of the equipment. As mentioned in [35], improvement in equipment
immunity is the most effective solution against equipment tripping due to voltage sags. For
consumer electronics and most adjustable speed drives, these are off-the-shelf equipments
and customers have no direct influence on the immunity level of the equipment. Only large
industrial equipment is custom made where the customer has the possibility to define the
immunity level. Installation of mitigation devices near the system-equipment interface is
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the most commonly applied method of voltage dip mitigation. Some examples of mitigation
devices are:
• Uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) are very much used for computers, servers and
process control equipment.
• Motor-generator set with a flywheel. The sensitive equipment is connected to the grid
through the motor-generator set. During a voltage dip event, the system is discon-
nected from the grid and the generator feed the sensitive load by utilizing the stored
rotational energy in the flywheel.
• Shunt or series connected voltage source converter (VSC) to inject a required amount
of current or voltage into the grid.
8.4.4 Mitigation of voltage dips by a WECS
As mentioned earlier, a variable speed wind turbine with a full scale power electronic con-
verter (system B) has the possibility to provide a fast reactive power compensation by uti-
lizing its grid side converter. Such variants of a variable speed wind turbine is defined as
systems C and D in this thesis. The voltage boosting capacity of systems C and D has been
calculated in Section 5.5 of Chapter 5. In per unit, the voltage boosting capacity is
Vboost,pu =
SWT
Sk
− IWT,puRpu (8.1)
where SWT is the capacity of the wind turbine, Sk is the grid short circuit capacity at the
wind turbine connection point. For a large grid impedance angle it could be approximated as
Vboost,pu ' SWT
Sk
. (8.2)
So, in principle, a reduction in the WECS terminal voltage from the nominal value no more
than Vboost,pu could be mitigated by a WECS of type C or D.
To illustrate the voltage mitigation capability of a WECS, an example is presented here.
A short circuit fault is applied at location F of the feeder-3 with a certain fault impedance.
After 300ms the fault is removed by the associated protection by disconnecting the faulted
feeder. Cases 1, 4 and 5 are considered here. When all WECSs are assumed to be of type
B (case-1), the voltages at different load buses (note the voltage at different load buses as
shown in Fig. 8.6) are reduced to a value below 0.8 pu which could lead to tripping of
sensitive loads. WECSs of type C could mitigate this voltage dip event as can be seen in
Fig. 8.6 (case-4). In this case, the WECSs are operated according to the principal described
in Section 5.4 of Chapter 5. When WECSs of type D are used, the voltage dip event is also
mitigated, but in this case active power production from different WECSs can be maintained
at the post disturbance value while providing reactive power support with the help of a larger
grid side converters. The active and reactive power of different WECSs are presented in
Fig 8.7.
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Fig. 8.6: Voltage at the sub-station bus (bus-3) and at other load buses.
8.5 Discussion
A small scale wind energy installation (<10 MW) integrated into the weaker part of a dis-
tribution network has the potential to improve the short term voltage stability of the network
and also to mitigate voltage dips provided that the grid side converter control has been mod-
ified. As mentioned earlier, systems C and D are such modified versions of one commonly
used WECS which is defined in this thesis as system B (variable speed wind turbine with
full scale power electronic converter capable of producing active power at unity pf ). As pre-
sented in this chapter, by utilizing the fast controllability of the power electronic converter of
a WECS, short term voltage instability is avoided. Of course the improvement depends on
the boosting capacity of the WECS at the connection point to the grid which is determined
by the ratio between the capacity of the grid side converter and the short-circuit capacity of
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Fig. 8.7: Wind turbines active and reactive power during a voltage dip event. Legend same
as Fig. 8.5.
the grid at the connection point. Depending on this boosting capacity of a WECS, voltage
dips up to a certain amount can also be mitigated with systems C and D and thus tripping of
sensitive loads can be avoided due to a voltage dip event.
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Chapter 9
Large scale wind power integration into
the Nordic grid
As mentioned earlier, in Sweden several large wind farm projects are under planning stage
which could be realized in next few years. The main purpose of this chapter is to investigate
the effect of these planned large wind farms on the transient stability of nearby located con-
ventional synchronous generators. In addition, power oscillations in the transmission lines
near the wind farm locations are also studied. This chapter starts with the description of the
modified Nordic32 grid. Results from the investigations are then presented. Discussions are
presented at the end of the chapter.
9.1 Modified Nordic32 grid
As mentioned earlier, the CIGRE Nordic32 test system is used as a representation of the
Swedish transmission grid in this investigation. The total installed capacity of this test system
is 16.5 GW and the load is 10.9 GW. Accordingly, it is assumed that this test system is a
50% scaled down version of the Swedish system (33.5 GW installed capacity). The original
Nordic32 grid has been modified in this work to incorporate the current network situation.
Two thermal generating units at bus 4063 (530 MW each) have been taken out of operation
and two new generating units (530 MW each) have been added at bus 4062 (Fig. 9.1). The
reason for this modification is due to the fact that, two units of the nuclear power plant
Barseba¨ck, situated near Malmo¨, are no longer in operation now [36].
A 320 MW wind farm is connected at the southwest region as shown in Fig. 9.2. This
corresponds to a 3% wind energy penetration level (the ratio between the wind power and
the total load). This wind farm resembles the planned 640 MW Kriegers Flak wind farm in
the south of Sweden.
To simulate a high wind energy penetration scenario, another large wind farm (1 GW)
is connected in the south part of the central region as shown in Fig. 9.2. This wind farm
represents the planned wind farm So¨dra Midsjo¨banken. Two thermal units connected at
bus 4062 are in this case taken out of operation from the southwestern region (530 MW
each) to accommodate the new wind power. This situation corresponds to a 12% penetration
level of wind power. To provide voltage support in the southwestern region, 2 synchronous
condensers are connected in place of the two generators at bus 4062.
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Fig. 9.1: Modified Nordic32 grid.
9.2 3% wind energy penetration scenario
As mentioned earlier, wind park-1 with a rating of 320 MW connected at the southwestern
region corresponds to a 3% penetration scenario. The load and generation balance of the
system is maintained by increasing the system load by 320 MW. As the wind farm is con-
nected to the grid by a long cable, the wind farm has to be operated at a lagging power factor
to assure a zero reactive power exchange with the grid. Wind park-1 operates at a lagging
power factor of 0.98 which corresponds to 65 MVAr of reactive power absorbtion at the wind
farm. The operating voltage at the wind turbine terminal is 0.95 pu.
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Fig. 9.2: Modified Nordic32 grid augmented with wind farms.
In following subsections the effects of different operational modes of wind park-1 on the
transient stability of a nearby generator and on power oscillations are presented.
9.2.1 Effect on transient stability
A very common indicator of the transient stability of a synchronous generator is the critical
fault clearing time (tcritical), which is defined as the maximum duration of a given fault that
will not lead to the loss of synchronism of the generator [19].
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To determine the transient stability limit of the system in the presence of wind park-1, a
three phase to ground fault is applied at bus 4062, which is the nearest bus to the wind farm
that has conventional generators connected. When the wind farm is operating in the constant
power factor mode, which resembles system B, the critical fault clearing time is 263 ms.
When the suggested transient stability enhancement mode is incorporated, which resembles
system C, the new critical fault clearing time is 317 ms. For the purpose of comparison, the
critical fault clearing time of the system without any wind farm is also calculated which is
312 ms. So a new wind farm of type B will endanger the system transient stability while
wind farm of system C, which incorporated the suggested transient stability enhance mode,
will increase the system transient stability.
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Fig. 9.3: Rotor angle swing of generators connected at bus 4062 and 4051 when a fault is
applied at 4062.
Fig. 9.3 shows rotor angles of generators connected at 4062 and 4051 when a fault is
applied at 4062 for 150 ms. As shown in the figure, the rotor angle swing of the generator
connected at bus 4062 has been reduced when system C is utilized, compared to system
B. It can be noted that the rotor angle of the generator at bus 4051 has not been affected
significantly which is natural since it is electrically far away from wind park-1. So it is
concluded that generators in other regions of the network, which are even further from the
wind farm, will not be influenced by this modified operation of wind park-1.
9.2.2 Effect on power oscillations
The transmission line between bus 4062 and 4045 is disconnected which results in power
oscillation in different parts of the network. The power oscillations in lines 4063-4062 and
4062-4061 are monitored. It is assumed that system C is operating in the voltage control
mode. In Fig. 9.4, the power oscillations are shown. In the figure, transmission loadings
are presented as a percentage of the respective SIL (serge impedance loading) of the line,
which is 550 MW for all the monitored lines. An increased damping in power oscillations
is observed in line 4063-4062 when the wind farm is operated in the voltage control mode.
The wind farm terminal voltage and reactive power are shown in Fig. 9.5. By controlling its
bus voltage by changing the reactive power, the wind farm manages to increase the damping
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of power oscillations in the transmission line 4063-4062. As can be noticed from Fig. 9.4,
due to the disconnection of line 4062-4045, the other transmission line 4062-4061, which
connects the southwest region with the rest of the system, gets severely overloaded and the
line will be tripped.
Another contingency situation is investigated where a generating unit at bus 4062 is dis-
connected. The resulting power oscillations in different transmission lines in the southwest
region are shown in Fig. 9.6. An increased damping in power oscillations is observed in line
4063-4062 when system C is utilized instead of system B. No significant change is power
oscillations are observed in the other two lines which are electrically far away from wind
park-1.
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Fig. 9.4: Power oscillations in lines 4063-4062 and 4062-4061 when the line 4062-4045 is
disconnected.
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Fig. 9.5: Voltage at the wind farm terminal and the wind farm reactive power when line
4062-4045 is disconnected.
So it is concluded from this low penetration scenario analysis that by incorporating the
transient stability enhancement mode in the operation of the planned wind farm in the south
of Sweden, the transient stability of the conventional generators operating in that region
can be increased. It is also found that the damping of power oscillations in transmission line
4063-4062 are increased when this wind farm is operated in the voltage control mode instead
of the constant power factor mode although no significant change in power oscillations are
observed in other transmission lines which are far away from the location of the wind farm.
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Fig. 9.6: Power oscillations in different transmission lines in the southwest region when one
unit at bus 4062 is disconnected.
9.3 12% wind energy penetration scenario
A higher wind penetration scenario is also investigated. In this case it is assumed that another
large wind farm (1 GW) is connected to the network near bus 4051. Two thermal generator
units of equivalent size from the southwest region (at bus 4062) has been decommissioned
in this case. To provide enough voltage support in the southwest region, two synchronous
condensers are added in bus 4062. Their total capacity is 600 MVAr. This new wind farm,
wind park-2, operates at a lagging power factor of 0.93 to maintain zero reactive power
exchange with the grid in the pcc. The operating voltage of the wind farm is 0.97 pu.
Similar analysis of the transient stability and power oscillations are performed for this
high wind penetration scenario as have already been done for the low wind penetration sce-
nario, and the results are shown in the next subsections.
9.3.1 Effect on transient stability
To determine the transient stability of the system in presence of two large wind farms, a three
phase to ground fault is applied at two different locations. First a fault is applied at bus 4062,
which is near to wind park-1. The critical fault clearing time is 414 ms when system B is
employed in wind park-1. When system C is employed, the critical fault clearing time is
increased to 432 ms.
Another fault is applied at bus 4051 near wind park-2. Bus 4051 is the grid connection
point of wind park-2 and a conventional generator is connected at this bus. The critical
fault clearing time is 375 ms when system B is employed in wind park-2. When system
C is employed, which incorporates the suggested transient stability enhancement mode, the
critical fault clearing time increases to 676 ms. The critical fault clearing time of the system
without any wind farm for a fault at bus 4051 is 539 ms.
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9.3.2 Effect on power oscillations
Like the previous scenario, transmission line 4062-4045 is disconnected which results in
power oscillations in different parts of the system. Power oscillations in transmission lines
4051-4045, 4063-4062, 4062-4061 and 4045-4044 are monitored. Fig. 9.7 shows the results.
From the figure, it is noted that the damping of power oscillations in line 4051-4045 is
reduced in the presence of a system C type wind farm which is located near bus 4051 and
is operating in voltage control mode. A wind farm of system B type, which is operating at
constant power factor, shows better performance in this case. It is due to the fact that two
conventional synchronous generators are connected at bus 4051 which also is the connection
point of the second wind farm. The interaction between the wind farm’s simple voltage
control mode of operation and the generator overall control may cause the reduced damping
in power oscillations in line 4051-4045. Slightly reduced damping in power oscillations are
also observed in line 4062-4061 and 4045-4044 when a wind farm of type C is employed
compared to the case when a system B type is employed. Interesting to observe is that
increased damping in power oscillations are observed in line 4063-4062. Note that wind
park-1 is connected at the end of line 4063-4062 where no conventional generating unit is
in operation. Therefore a simple voltage control mode operation of this wind farm increased
the damping in power oscillations in line 4063-4062.
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Fig. 9.7: Power oscillations in different lines when the line 4062-4045 is disconnected.
Another contingency situation is also investigated in this paper where the generating unit
at bus 4062 is tripped. The resulting power oscillations in lines 4051-4045, 4063-4062,
4062-4061, 4062-4045 and 4045-4044 are shown in Fig. 9.8. A reduced damping in power
oscillations are observed in line 4051-4045 when wind park-2 operates in voltage control
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mode (system C) compared to the case when the wind farm operates in fixed power factor
mode (system B). A reduction in the damping of power oscillations is also observed in the
other lines, except for line 4063-4062. The damping in power oscillations is increased in line
4063-4062 when wind park-1 operates in the voltage control mode.
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Fig. 9.8: Power oscillations in lines 4061-4062 and 4062-4061 when the line 4062-4045 is
disconnected.
It is concluded from the high penetration scenario analysis that the transient stability of
nearby conventional generators are increased from the base case when the proposed transient
stability enhancement operation mode is incorporated into the control of the planned wind
farms. It is also observed that using the simple voltage control mode of operation of wind
park-2 did not increase the damping in power oscillations of the nearby transmission lines
compared to the constant power factor mode operation. But the damping in power oscilla-
tions are increased in line 4063-4062 when wind park-1 operates in voltage control mode.
Wind park-1 is connected at the end of line 4063-4062 where no conventional generators are
in operation.
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9.4 Discussion
In this study two different wind energy penetration scenarios are investigated. For both the
scenarios it is found that by incorporating a transient stability enhancement operation mode
in the control of several planned wind farms in the nordic grid, the transient stability of
nearby conventional synchronous generators can be increased.
The effect of various control modes of a wind farm, namely, constant power factor op-
eration and voltage control mode operation, on transmission line power oscillations are also
investigated. In both the investigated wind penetration scenarios it is found that damping
of power oscillations in line 4063-4062 are increased when wind park-1 operates in voltage
control mode. While, this simple control mode employed in wind park-2 did not increase the
damping of power oscillations in line 4051-4045. Interesting to note is that no conventional
synchronous generator is connected at the connection point of wind park-1 while two syn-
chronous generators are in operation at bus 4051 where wind park-2 is also connected. So
care must be taken when designing the control of a large wind farm, in the situation where
conventional synchronous generators are in operation near the wind farm. A voltage control
mode of operation could in these situations reduce the damping of power oscillations.
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Chapter 10
Conclusion and future work
10.1 Conclusion
In this thesis some grid assisting possibilities of variable speed wind turbines equipped with
full-scale frequency converters have been investigated.
Results from an investigation of the transient stability influence from a wind energy in-
stallation were presented in Chapter 6. By incorporating a contingency operation mode into
the control of a wind farm, it was shown that the transient stability of nearby connected
conventional synchronous generators can be increased. For the investigated power system
considered, the critical fault clearing time of the generator was 252 ms when a nearby con-
nected WECS is a system B type WECS (standard variable speed operation today). When
the contingency operation mode was incorporated into the control, the fault clearing time
was increased to 292 ms.
In Chapter 7, results from the steady state and the long term voltage stability study were
shown. It was shown that, large wind farms connected to the transmission level have the pos-
sibility to increase the steady state power transfer limit of the already existing transmission
system provided that their controls have been modified properly. It was found in a case study
that the steady state power transfer capacity of the transmission line could be increased by
17% during low wind speed situations when the control of the wind farm was altered without
the need of larger grid side converters. In principle, wind farms with such modified control
function can be seen as an active power source with a STATCOM connected in parallel with
it. It was also shown that wind farms equipped with such a control function could also assist
the grid to delay or even prevent a voltage collapse event.
Results from the investigation of the short term voltage stability aspects of a WECS were
shown in Chapter 8. It is shown that wind farms integrated into the grid in the distribution
level mixed with other loads, have the possibility to increase the short term voltage stability
limit of the system. It was found that for a fault persisting more than 354 ms would cause
short term voltage instability due to the stalling of motor loads in an example grid when
WECSs connected to this grid did not incorporate the suggested contingency operation mode.
The critical fault clearing time increased to 390 ms when their controls were modified. With
the modified control, voltage dips could also be mitigated by WECSs and by doing so the
tripping of sensitive loads can be avoided which would add an extra value to such WECSs.
Of course, as shown in the thesis, the ability of a WECS to provide such improvement in the
short term voltage stability and the voltage dip mitigation depends on the boosting capacity
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of the WECS at the connection point to the grid.
Finally, the suggested grid assisting methods were incorporated into the control of two
large planned wind farms in the southern part of the Swedish grid and tested in the CIGR ´E
Nordic32 test grid, which is taken as a representation of the Swedish transmission network.
Results were shown in Chapter 9. In one case it was found that by incorporating a contin-
gency operation mode into the planned large wind farms, the transient stability of conven-
tional generators located nearby the wind farms could be increased to 676 ms from the base
case value of 539 ms when no wind farms were connected to the network. It was concluded
that care had to be taken if voltage control mode of operation is utilized in a wind farm lo-
cated close to a conventional synchronous generator. The interaction between the operational
mode of a wind farm and the overall synchronous generator control may interact with each
other and could lead to a reduction of damping of power oscillations in nearby transmission
lines instead of increasing the damping.
10.2 Future work
There are several subjects worthy of further investigations. One is to investigate additional
control functions that are possible to implement using wind energy installations. The pos-
sibility to and the size of the additional functions as well as their cost and use from a grid
point of view are themes in need of more investigations. Examples of such additional func-
tions are: Reactive power control in order to avoid a voltage collapse and to perform dip
mitigation, damping of power system oscillations (PSS-function), primary frequency control
as well as possibility to operate in island operation.
In the deregulated power market, these added features of a wind farm could add extra
economic values to the wind farm owner. To realize this, ancillary services that a wind
farm could provide have to be priced and it should be investigated whether this intermittent
energy source can fit the existing market structure or a modified market structure has to be
developed. This aspect could also be a future research directive.
A more detailed and deeper investigation is required to choose the proper control function
of large wind farms located close to conventional synchronous generators. Their control
functions have to be coordinated to that of nearby conventional generating units so that their
mutual interaction do not lead to a reduction in the stability of the power system.
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Appendix A
Parameters of investigated power systems
A.1 Setup-1
Values of different components of set-up-2 are given in Table A.1 and A.2. System Sbase is
100 MVA. Transformer data on SBASE.
Table A.1: Transformer data
Parameter
SBASE1−2 [MVA] 70
VN1 [kV] 33
VN2 [kV] 130
R1−2 [pu] 0.0
X1−2 [pu] 0.1
Table A.2: Line data
Parameter
R, X, B [pu] 0.06, 0.4, 0.06
A.2 Setup-2
Values of different parameters of the investigated power system network, set-up-2, are given
in Table A.3 and A.4. System Sbase is 1500 MVA. Transformers data are on SBASE.
A.3 Setup-3
Values of different parameters of the investigated power system network, set-up-3, are given
in Table A.5, A.6 and A.7. System Sbase is 100 MVA. Transformers data are on SBASE.
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Table A.3: Transformer data
Parameter T1 T2 T3
SBASE1−2 [MVA] 1500 1500 700
VN1 [kV] 230 400 132
VN2 [kV] 400 132 400
R1−2 [pu] 0.0 0.0 0.0
X1−2 [pu] 0.07 0.07 0.07
No. of steps - ±16 -
Step size - 15/16% -
Dead band
- ±5% -
(pu bus voltage)
Initial
- 25 -
time delay [s]
Subsequent
- 5 -
time delay [s]
Table A.4: Line data
Parameter
BUS2-BUS3
(four parallel lines)
R, X, B [pu] 0.13, 1.30, 0.18
Line length [km] 350
Table A.5: Transformer data
Parameter
SBASE1−2 [MVA] 10
VN1 [kV] 11
VN2 [kV] 40
R1−2 [pu] 0.0
X1−2 [pu] 0.08
Table A.6: Feeder data
R, X, B [pu] Sk∠ψk
feeder-1 0.595, 1.785, 0 30MVA∠78o
feeder-2 0.397, 1.19, 0 38MVA∠80o
feeder-3 0.397, 0.297, 0.0004 56MVA∠75o
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Table A.7: Induction motor parameters (pu on motor base)
Rs Xs Xm Rr Xr H Sbase
0.031 0.10 3.2 0.018 0.18 0.5 4 MVA
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ABSTRACT
The impact that wind turbines have on the voltage stabil-
ity is investigated in this paper. In particular, the effect of
utilizing the reactive power injection capability of modern
wind energy converters is investigated. It is found that reac-
tive power injection from the wind turbine can increase the
voltage stability of the power grid substantially, as well as
moderately increase the steady-state power transfer limit.
For a high wind speed situation, where the wind turbine
converter is fully utilized, it is found that it is worth reduc-
ing the active power production from the wind turbine in
order to make room for reactive power injection, from a
voltage stability point of view. An interesting observation
is that a modern variable speed wind turbine constantly op-
erating at maximum power factor does not provide much
voltage stability improvement compared to a traditional
fixed-speed system under its usual operating condition, i.e.
at lower wind speeds. The finding is that the worst case to
handle, from a voltage stability point of view, is the case
where there is a high load demand, irrespective of the wind
speed situation.
KEY WORDS
Renewable generation, variable speed wind turbine, power
system stability, reactive power, ULTC.
1 Introduction
Voltage stability is related to the ability of a power system
to maintain acceptable voltage profile throughout the sys-
tem [1,3]. Reactive power consumption of the loads is the
driving force of voltage instability. For this reason this phe-
nomenon is also called ‘load instability’[1,2]. Other factors
influencing this phenomenon are the strength of the trans-
mission system, generator reactive power - voltage con-
trol limits, characteristics of reactive compensating devices
and the action of the under-load tap changer (ULTC) un-
der low voltage conditions. Preventive measures to avoid
voltage instability are the application of reactive power-
compensating devices, control of generator reactive power
output, control of transformer tap changers, under-voltage
load shedding, etc.
The wind generation penetration level is increasing
continuously today. The world-wide total installed capac-
ity, by the end of 2004, was over 47 GW and the annual
growth rate in 2004 was 20% [4]. The high penetration
of wind energy has led to that new connection require-
ments (grid codes) for wind turbines are proposed. Dif-
ferent transmission system operators (TSO) propose their
own connection rules (regarding voltage control, active and
reactive power control, etc.). A comparison of some con-
nection regulations can be found in [5].
Injecting reactive power into the load bus is a well
known method to improve the steady-state power transmit-
ted by the existing transmission line and also to improve
the voltage stability limit [1-3]. Power electronic based
reactive power compensators like the variable impedance
type SVC (Static Var Compensator) and converter based
STATCOM (Static Synchronous Compensator) can control
the voltage in a continuous manner, unlike mechanically
switched capacitors/reactors [6]. Several technical papers
are available showing the applicability and effect of these
power electronic based var compensators on the steady-
state and transient voltage stability of electric power sys-
tems [7-10]. Some utility applications of these devices are
listed in [6].
Variable speed wind turbines have a converter based
reactive power injection facility already included in their
design. An interesting possibility, accordingly, is to uti-
lize the reactive power injection capability of the variable
speed wind turbine for improving the voltage stability of
the power grid.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the effect
that wind generators have on voltage stability. In particu-
lar, to study the possibilities of different wind turbine sys-
tems with various reactive power control algorithms, and
to study the impact of reactive power injection by the wind
turbine systems on the steady-state power transfer limit.
In addition, one objective is to determine which load/wind
generation situations that are the most critical. Another ob-
jective is to quantify the findings using case studies.
2 Analytical Procedure and Model Set-up
2.1 Description of the models
2.1.1 Power system model
In order to study the impact that a wind farm, equipped
with the control facilities proposed in this article, can have
on the power system, a suitable grid is constructed. The
analysis is carried out using the power system model shown
in Fig. 1. The values of the network parameters are given in
Appendix I. The selection of this example grid is inspired
by the Swedish transmission system which is characterized
by large scale power transfer through several 400 kV trans-
mission lines from northern hydro generation sites to the
load centers located mainly in the southern region. Wind
generation sites primarily in the southern regions are con-
sidered.
The test system used in this paper consists of a wind
farm installation connected to the 400 kV transmission grid
(BUS3) and load connected at a load bus (BUS4). Part of
the load is supplied by the wind farm and the rest comes
from the main grid through long transmission lines. The
wind farm rating is 200 MW. For a given wind speed sit-
uation, the maximum amount of load that can be supplied
by the transmission line depends on line properties. The
transformers T1 and T3 have fixed ratios, while T2 is a tap
changing transformer.
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Figure 1. Single line diagram of the investigated power
system.
2.1.2 Load model
In this study, a 0.85 lagging pf static ZIP load model is
considered consisting of 50%Z load, 25%I load and 25%P
load. The active (PL) and reactive power (QL) at any volt-
age V are accordingly given by
PL = zPo{0.5( V
Vo
)2 + 0.25(
V
Vo
) + 0.25} (1)
QL = zQo{0.5( V
Vo
)2 + 0.25(
V
Vo
) + 0.25} (2)
where z is a demand variable which represents the total
amount of equipment connected at the bus, Vo is the nomi-
nal voltage of the load bus, Po and Qo are load active and
reactive power demand at nominal voltage, respectively,
when z=1.
2.1.3 Wind farm model
In this paper the individual wind turbines are assumed to
be equipped with full power converters. For the purpose of
comparison, a traditional fixed speed wind turbine set-up
(directly connected induction machine with only no-load
fixed reactive compensation) is also considered. Four dif-
ferent types of wind turbine systems are investigated here
(see Fig. 2),
System-A - traditional fixed speed wind turbine sys-
tem with constant no load reactive power compensation.
System-B - variable speed wind turbine producing ac-
tive power at unity power factor.
System-C - variable speed turbine with a full power
grid side converter which has the same power rating as the
turbine. While producing active power, this wind turbine
system can inject/absorb reactive power into the grid as
long as the current injection limit of the converter is not
violated. During high wind speed operation, the system is
able to reschedule its active production, to provide emer-
gency reactive support to the grid.
System-D - with a larger grid side converter (over di-
mensioned). Reactive power support to the grid is possible
during high wind speed operation without reducing the ac-
tive production from the turbine.
Emphasis will be on systems C and D mainly.
Systems B, C and D are modelled as a negative load
at the connection point with negative conductance and pos-
itive susceptance, as shown in Fig. 3. The wind farm acts
like a constant MVA source within the converter’s current
limit. The conductance(GWT ) and susceptance(BWT ) are
given by
YˆWT = −GWT + jBWT = PWT + jQWT
Vˆ 2WT
(3)
where PWT and QWT are the wind farm’s active and reac-
tive power production, respectively, VWT is the wind farm
connection point voltage. The injected current by the wind
farm is
IˆWT =
√
(PWT + jQWT )YˆWT . (4)
When the converter current limit is reached, it operates as
a constant current source and conductance and susceptance
varie according to
YˆWT = −GWT + jBWT =
Imax 6 arctan(QWTPWT )
VˆWT
(5)
where Imax is the converter maximum current rating. Cur-
rent injection at this stage is
IˆWT = Imax 6 arctan(
QWT
PWT
). (6)
In the simulations, two different wind speed situations
are considered: high and low. At high wind speed, the tur-
bine operates at rated power and at low wind speed it oper-
ates at 30% of its rated production.
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Figure 2. The wind turbine systems treated in this paper.
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Figure 3. Variable speed wind turbine model.
2.2 PV diagram
Fig. 4 illustrates the definitions of the quantities Pallow,
Pmax and VmaxP using a PV diagram. Pallow defines the
allowed active load that can be drawn keeping the bus volt-
age at 0.95pu and Pmax is the maximum deliverable load.
The voltage is defined as VmaxP when the active load con-
sumption is Pmax. In the following sections, the results
from the analysis will be presented in PV diagrams for
BUS4, see Fig. 1.
voltage
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P
max
P
allow
V
maxP
0.95
point of
maximum loading
Figure 4. PV diagram showing Pallow, Pmax and VmaxP .
2.3 Case studies
Simulations are carried out for two general cases. In the
first case, the tap changing action of transformer T2 is
blocked and the static voltage behavior is presented using
a PV diagram. In the second case, the tap changing action
is included to carry out different dynamic case studies. The
above mentioned four types of wind turbine systems are
investigated in both cases.
2.4 Simulation tool
The commercial power system simulation software
PSS/E R© is used for the simulations and analysis. Both
the load flow module (psslf4) and the dynamic simulation
module (pssds4) are used for simulations. The wind farm
systems B, C and D are written as user-defined models
in FORTRAN R©, whereas the PSS/E R© library model for
the induction machine (CIMTR3) with a shunt capacitor is
used to represent system A.
3 Voltage Stability Aspects of Systems C and
D
The reactive power injection capability of the wind turbine
systems C and D can be seen as a shunt compensation for
the power grid. The power system in Fig. 1 can be simpli-
fied to the one shown in Fig. 5, where Bl is the line charg-
ing susceptance and Xl is the inductance of the line. The
Thevenin equivalent seen by the load has the following emf
and impedance
Eth =
1
1− a− jbE (7)
Zth = Rth + jXth =
j
1− a− jbXl (8)
where a = Xl(Bl + BWT ) and b = XlGWT . The maxi-
mum deliverable power to the load for a given power factor
cosφ is
Pmax =
cosφ
|Zth|+Re{Zth} cosφ+ Im{Zth} sinφ
Eth
2
2
.
(9)
Replacing Eth and Zth into (7) gives
Pmax =
cosφ√
(1− a)2 + b2 − b cosφ+ (1− a) sinφ
E2
2Xl
(10)
and the corresponding voltage at this maximum load is
VmaxP =
1
1− a− jb
E
√
2
√
1 + (1−a) sinφ−b cosφ√
(1−a)2+b2)
. (11)
Equation (8) shows that with increasing reactive
power injection from the wind turbine, which means in-
creasing a, the maximum deliverable power to the load in-
creases. The load voltage at this maximum load also in-
creases with increasing reactive power injection. The max-
imum deliverable load also depends on the active produc-
tion of the wind turbine, which corresponds to GWT . Simi-
lar calculations are shown in [2] for a pure capacitive shunt
compensation.
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Figure 5. Shunt compensation by wind turbine system C
and D.
4 Results (Tap Changer Locked)
4.1 Low wind speed situation
The operating point of the wind turbine system C during a
low wind speed situation is shown in point LW1 in Fig. 6,
where the power factor is kept at unity. At this operating
point, the wind turbine does not utilize the full capacity of
its power electronic converter. Keeping the active power
production at the same level, the wind turbine system can
inject a substantial amount of reactive power into the grid
until it reaches the operating point LW2, shown in Fig. 6.
The reactive power injection capability of this type of wind
turbine system can be seen as a shunt compensation for the
power system but with negligible additional cost.
Fig. 7 shows the PV curves at the load bus (BUS4)
in the presence of the different wind turbine systems. It
is clear from Fig. 7 that the maximum deliverable power
(Pmax) is increased by using the reactive power injection
facility of the variable speed system C. In other words, the
voltage stability margin can be increased by reactive power
injection from system C. Fig. 7 shows one particular case
where system C uses 50% of its available reactive power
resource (operating point LW3 in Fig. 6). In this case,
Pallow increases from 885MW to 960MW and Pmax in-
creases from 916MW to 985MW. By using system D dur-
ing low wind speed situations, however, these quantities
can be increased even more.
Fig. 8 shows the allowed and maximum steady-state
power obtained using different levels of reactive power in-
jection from the wind farm. Both Pmax and Pallow at the
load bus (BUS4) increase with increasing reactive power
injection by the wind farm at BUS6, which is to be ex-
pected. It can be noted that at a higher reactive power in-
jection level of the wind farm, the normal operating point
progressively approaches the nose point of the PV curve
(Fig. 8).
Fig. 9 shows the percentage improvement in Pmax
and Pallow. These quantities increase up to 14% and 17%,
respectively, when the reactive power injection capacity of
the wind farm is fully used.
The above simulations show a grid stabilizing prop-
erty of a wind farm based on system C. It is clear from the
calculations that, at low wind speed the power electronic
converter of the turbine can be utilized to increase the volt-
age stability limit of the nearby load bus. As mentioned
above, this can be done with negligible extra cost.
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Figure 6. Variable speed wind turbine’s capability curve at
nominal voltage (system B and C).
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Low wind speed situation.
4.2 High wind speed situation
The power production from the turbine reaches rated value
during high wind speed situations. The operating point
shifts to HW1, as shown in Fig. 6. The reactive power
injection capability of the wind turbine system C is zero at
this point. The grid reactive power requirement can be met
at this stage of operation of the wind turbine system in the
two ways below.
4.2.1 Reduction of active power production
A method for avoiding a voltage collapse event, due to
the generator’s armature current protection, by reschedul-
ing the conventional generator, is illustrated in [11]. The
possibility of such rescheduling of a modern wind farm is
investigated here.
One way to provide emergency reactive power sup-
port to the grid during high wind speed situations is to
reduce active power production from the wind farm sys-
tem (C), and to utilize the relieved capacity of the existing
power electronic converter to produce reactive power. In-
stead of operating at HW1, the wind farm then will operate
at any point in the first quadrant of the capability diagram,
depending on the grid’s need, observe the curved arrow in
Fig. 6.
Fig. 10 shows the effect of shifting the operating point
of the turbine, from the normal operation (HW1), at Pmax
and Pallow. As shown in the figure, both Pmax and Pallow
can be increased from their initial values (when, PWT =
Prated and QWT = 0) by reducing active power production
from the turbine and utilizing the remaining capacity of the
grid side converter to inject emergency reactive power into
the grid. By employing this active power reduction mode
of operation, both Pmax and Pallow can be improved up to
12% and 15%, respectively, from their initial values.
The curves show that the proposed wind turbine sys-
tem C can assist the grid even during high wind speed op-
eration by reducing its active power production level and
using the remaining capacity of the power electronic con-
verter for injecting reactive power. Operation of the pro-
posed system C in this active power reduction mode can
be seen as a grid stabilizing property of the wind turbine.
If the wind farm owner can be compensated for this non-
supplied production as a form of lost opportunity payment,
operation in this mode can be economically viable.
This active power reduction mode can also be em-
ployed during low wind speed operation if the reactive
power needed by the grid is higher than the available reac-
tive power injection capacity of the wind farm at this wind
speed. Of course, operation of the wind farm in this untra-
ditional mode depends on grid regulations and the level of
compensation from the system operator.
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Figure 10. Pmax, Pallow and percentage improvement in
Pmax & Pallow at BUS4 during active power reduction
mode of operation.
4.2.2 Over-dimensioning of grid side con-
verter
Another way of providing reactive power support to the
grid during high wind speed operation is to increase the
size of the grid side converter (over-dimensioning). In this
study, a three times larger grid side converter is consid-
ered. The active and reactive power production range of
this type of wind turbine, system-D, is presented in Fig. 11.
If a disturbance occurs in the grid, system D can maintain
the active power production at high wind speed and still
feed reactive power into the grid, reaching the point HW2
(Fig. 11).
Fig. 12 presents the PV diagram of BUS4 considering
a high wind speed situation. From this figure, it is clear that
the maximum deliverable power to the load is increased
when system D is used during a high wind speed situation
without reducing active power production. One particular
case is shown where system D utilizes 50% of its reactive
power injection capability (HW3). System C can also in-
crease these quantities during high wind speed operation by
reducing its active power production and utilizing the re-
maining capacity of the converter to inject reactive power.
Fig. 12 shows one case where system C reduces its active
production by 30% to allow for injecting reactive power
and by doing so, increasing the Pallow and Pmax. It is in-
teresting to note that, the standard variable speed system B
does not provide much improvement in Pallow and Pmax
compared to the traditional fixed speed system A, while the
use of systems C and D provides substantial improvement.
Fig. 13 presents Pmax and Pallow for different reac-
tive power injection levels of the wind farm. At higher re-
active injection levels (near HW2), the normal steady-state
operating point (Pallow) is close to the maximum power
transfer limit (nose point), which represents a highly com-
pensated situation. But the high reactive power injection
capacity of this type of wind turbine system can be valu-
able for maintaining the transient voltage stability of the
system, as well as increasing the steady-state power trans-
fer level.
Fig. 14 shows the percentage improvement in maxi-
mum and allowed power. By utilizing full reactive power
injection capacity, the maximum and allowable power in-
creases up to 38% and 43%, respectively.
Based on the results presented above, it can be said
that the reactive power injection capability of the wind farm
with this proposed over-dimensioned grid side converter
can increase the voltage stability limit of the load bus sub-
stantially during high wind speed operation without reduc-
ing active power production from the farm, while a minor
improvement is obtained if the converter rating is kept con-
stant.
5 Results (Tap Changer Unlocked)
So far, results have been presented without considering the
tap changing action, in order to purely see the effect of the
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Figure 11. Capability curve of a modern variable speed
wind turbine with an over dimensioned grid side converter
(system-D).
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wind turbine systems at BUS6. High wind speed situation.
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High wind speed situation.
reactive power injection from the wind turbine. However,
tap changer action is an important issue, in fact, one of
the driving forces of voltage instability [2,3]. By restor-
ing the load side voltage to a predefined voltage range, the
ULTC progressively degrades the transmission level volt-
age which can lead to a possible voltage collapse event.
One possibility lies in utilizing the reactive power injec-
tion capability of the proposed wind turbine systems in a
coordinated manner with the tap changing transformer, to
avoid such destabilizing situations. For this purpose, some
possible operational modes for the wind farm are discussed
here.
5.1 Proposed wind farm control algorithms
5.1.1 Algorithm-1
With this strategy, the wind farm maintains steady-state
voltage at the transmission level (BUS3), where it is inte-
grated into the grid, within a predefined limit. This voltage
regulation limit of the grid can be the same or may differ
from the dead band of the tap changing transformer. Here,
both limits are assumed to be the same (±5% deviation).
5.1.2 Algorithm-2
In this operational mode, the wind farm reacts in such
a way that it utilizes its reactive power injection facility
whenever the grid voltage deteriorates due to the tap chang-
ing action of the transformer. Here, the wind farm only
counteracts the voltage reduction at the transmission level
due to the tap movement of the transformer.
5.1.3 Algorithm-3
This algorithm states that, while integrated into the trans-
mission level (BUS3), the wind farm uses its reactive power
injection capability to regulate the distribution/load level
voltage (BUS4). The constraint that is imposed in this al-
gorithm is that the wind farm should meet the connection
point (BUS3) voltage requirements set by the system oper-
ator.
Besides improving the transmission level voltage sta-
bility, the operation of the wind farm using algorithm 1 or
3 has a few additional advantages over operation using al-
gorithm 2. One is that, modes 1 and 3 enable the wind farm
to prevent the tap of the transformer from operating. This
is beneficial to the transformer in that excessive tap move-
ment reduces the tap-changer’s life-span. Another advan-
tage is that algorithms 1 and 3 have better voltage stabil-
ity performance than algorithm 2. One drawback of algo-
rithms 2 and 3 is that both algorithms require communica-
tion with other network equipment, while algorithm 1 can
work on information based on the connection point voltage
without communicating with other network equipment.
For a grid with wind power production, as consid-
ered in this study, the methods stated here can be seen
as a better suited solution for emergency control of a tap
changing transformer than the ‘tap-reversing’ method men-
tioned in [12]. ‘Tap-reversing’ decreases the load voltage
and, hence, the load power when applied before the point
of maximum loading (operation in upper part of the nose
curve). The wind farm reactive power control strategies
proposed in this paper restore the transmission level volt-
age, deteriorated by the tap changing action of the trans-
former, with a positive effect on load side voltage and, con-
sequently, on the load.
The next subsection shows dynamic simulations em-
ploying algorithm 1. A steady-state analysis has already
been done in the previous section using algorithm 3.
5.2 Case studies
Simulations are performed here using the tap changing ac-
tion of the transformer T2, applying algorithm 1 to the wind
farm. The parameters for the tap changing transformer are
given in Appendix I. Considering the wind speed situation
and different load demands, four different cases are consid-
ered here. The four cases are:
Low demand High demand
Low wind Case 1 Case 2
High wind Case 3 Case 4
In Case 1, a low wind speed situation is considered at
a wind turbine installation which implies 60 MW of wind
power generation. The total load at the load bus (BUS4) is
(910 MW, 560 Mvar). The grid disturbance is applied by
disconnecting one of the high voltage transmission lines.
The results are presented in Fig. 15. After the line dis-
connection, the BUS3 voltage drops due to the increasing
reactive losses in the line and also due to the reduced line
charging. With the passive type of wind farm (system A
or B) integrated into the power system, the transmission
level voltage (BUS3) drops further due to the tap chang-
ing action of the transformer. The tap changing action re-
stores the load side voltage (BUS4), but one drawback is
that it has a negative impact on grid side voltage and can
initiate a voltage collapse event (Fig. 15). However, when
considering the active wind turbine system C, the possible
voltage collapse event is avoided. In this case, the wind tur-
bine system utilizes its reactive power injection capability
to maintain the voltage on the transmission level (BUS3)
within the allowed limit (±5% deviation) after the grid dis-
turbance. Most of the load side voltage (BUS4) is also re-
stored by this action taken by the wind farm and part of
the load side voltage is restored, in this case, by a few tap
movements of the transformer. The voltage reduction at the
transmission level due to this tap movement is counteracted
by subsequent reactive power injection by the wind farm.
These few tap movements can be eliminated either by re-
ducing the voltage regulation dead band of the wind farm
or by employing algorithm 1.
In Case 2, a high load scenario is considered (1050
MW, 650 Mvar) when wind generation is low. The results
are shown in Fig. 16. Using systems A and B, a voltage
collapse event is evident. But with system C, the voltage
collapse event can be delayed. In this case, system C hits
its reactive power injection limit. The possible voltage col-
lapse event is avoided by using system D which has a larger
reactive power injection capability. A twice as large (2×)
grid side converter saved the system from a possible volt-
age collapse event.
A high wind generation and low load scenario is con-
sidered in Case 3. The results are shown in Fig. 17. Us-
ing wind turbine systems A and B, the power system ap-
proaches a voltage collapse event after the disconnection of
one of the transmission lines. But with system C, employ-
ing the active power reduction mode during a high wind
speed situation, by reducing the active power production
from the turbine to allow for reactive power injection, the
voltage collapse event is avoided. In this particular situ-
ation, a 50% reduction in the active power generation is
needed. The voltage collapse event can also be avoided,
as expected, by using system D. By employing system D,
no reduction in active power production is required. In this
case, a 25% over-dimensioning of the grid side converter is
enough to avoid an emerging voltage collapse event.
Finally, a high wind speed and a high load situation
are considered. The results are shown in Fig. 18. With the
active wind turbine system C, the emerging voltage col-
lapse event is delayed by employing the active power re-
duction mode, whereas the passive systems A and B fail to
prevent the instability. However, the active wind turbine
system D completely prevents the voltage collapse event
due to the tap changing action of the transformer. Here, a
twice as large (2×) grid side converter is needed to prevent
a possible voltage collapse event.
6 Discussion
The economic aspects associated with the active power re-
duction mode and the over-dimensioning of the grid side
converter are beyond the scope of this study. However, it
seems reasonable to guess that a grid side converter bridge
having a capacity of twice the nominal power of the turbine
should most certainly not exceed an additional cost of the
turbine of 5%. Large hydro generators that have an agree-
ment with the system operator trade their reactive power ef-
fort as an ancillary service, which the system operator uses
to secure voltage stability of the system [13]. With increas-
ing wind power penetration level, if the wind farm can trade
its reactive power injection capability like large hydro gen-
erators, then over-dimensioning of the grid side converter
can be economically viable. Also, if a wind farm owner
could obtain compensation for non-supplied production, as
a form of lost opportunity payment, the active power reduc-
tion mode of operation would be possible to implement.
The case studies considering the tap changing action
of the transformer, presented in the paper, show that re-
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Figure 15. Case 1 (low wind, low demand): BUS3 and
BUS4 voltage after the disconnection of one of the trans-
mission lines and the response of different types of wind
farms to this disturbance.
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Figure 16. Case 2 (low wind, high demand): BUS3 and
BUS4 voltage after the disconnection of one of the trans-
mission lines and the response of different types of wind
farms to this disturbance.
active power injection from wind turbine installations (sys-
tems C and D) can prevent a possible voltage collapse event
due to tap movement. This can be seen as a global voltage
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Figure 17. Case 3 (high wind, low demand): BUS3 and
BUS4 voltage after the disconnection of one of the trans-
mission lines and the response of different types of wind
farms to this disturbance. Active power production (PWT )
from system A, B and D remains at 200 MW.
stabilizing property of the proposed wind turbine systems
(C and D).
A recent draft version of a technical regulation for
wind farms connected to the transmission grid in the Dan-
ish system, provides guidelines for reactive power control
of wind farms [14]. This regulation requires wind farms to
have the capability for altering active and reactive power
production via remote control, and locally, on demand by
the system operator, depending on the network situation.
This implies that the system operator would have the poten-
tial to utilize the reactive power injection capability of the
wind farms to increase system security and the wind farm
owners would have the opportunity to trade for the built-in
reactive power injection facility in the deregulated market
environment. The results presented in this paper can give
input to further investigation into such possibilities.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, the possibility of utilizing the reactive power
injection capability of a modern wind turbine was inves-
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Figure 18. Case 4 (high wind, high demand): BUS3 and
BUS4 voltage after the disconnection of one of the trans-
mission lines and the response of different types of wind
farms to this disturbance. Active power production (PWT )
from system B and D remains at 200 MW.
tigated. It was shown that the grid voltage stability limit
can be increased by utilizing the reactive power injection
capability of a modern wind turbine.
The two proposed methods for giving reactive support
to the grid during high wind speed situations were found
to be beneficial to voltage stability. By reducing the ac-
tive power production from the wind farm, to be able to in-
ject reactive power, the allowed and maximum deliverable
loads were increased up to 15% and 12%, respectively. By
using a larger grid side converter (2×), improvements were
a substantial 29% and 25%, respectively.
It was also found that the standard variable speed sys-
tem operating at unity power factor does not provide much
improvement in allowed and maximum deliverable power,
compared to the traditional fixed speed system unless the
turbines operate at full power. Substantial improvement
was achieved by using the reactive power from the wind
farm.
The main idea of the proposed wind farm reactive
power control algorithm was to regulate the voltage at the
transmission level (point of connection into the grid) by us-
ing the reactive power injection facility of the wind farm.
It was found that, the proposed control algorithm for the
wind farm improvesd the global voltage stability without
communicating with other network equipment. In addition,
it also prevented the transformer’s tap from operating. This
is advantageous for the transformer in the sense that exces-
sive tap movement reduces the tap-changer’s life-span.
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9 Appendices
Values of different parameters of the investigated power
system network are given in the following tables. System
Sbase is 1500 MVA.
Table 1. Line data
Parameter
BUS2-BUS3
(four parallel lines)
R [pu] 0.13
X [pu] 1.30
B [pu] 0.18
Line length [km] 350
Table 2. Transformer data
Parameter T1 T2 T3
SBASE1−2 [MVA] 1500 1500 700
VN1 [kV] 230 400 132
VN2 [kV] 400 132 400
R1−2 [pu] 0.0 0.0 0.0
X1−2 [pu] 0.07 0.07 0.02
No. of steps - ±16 -
Step size - 15/16% -
Dead band
- ±5% -(pu bus voltage)
Initial
- 25 -
time delay [s]
Subsequent
- 5 -
time delay [s]
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Abstract— In this work an operational mode of variable speed
wind turbines to enhance the transient stability of nearby
conventional generators is presented and investigated. This mode
is then tested on the CIGR ´E Nordic32 test grid which is taken
as a representation of the Swedish transmission network. It is
found that by incorporating the suggested mode into the control
of several planned wind farms in the souther part of the Swedish
grid, the transient stability of nearby conventional generators can
be increased compared to the base case where no wind farms
were connected. It is also concluded that care has to be taken
when selecting the control mode of a wind farm (constant power
factor operation or voltage control operation) in a particular
situation when it is connected together with a nearby conventional
synchronous generator. The interaction between the operational
mode of a wind farm and the overall synchronous generator
control may interact with each other and could lead to a reduction
of damping of power oscillations in nearby transmission lines
instead of increasing the damping.
Index Terms— Variable speed wind turbine, transient stability,
voltage control, power oscillation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The wind generation penetration level is increasing day by
day. The worldwide total installed capacity, by the end of 2005,
was 58 GW of which over 40 GW was in Europe. The annual
growth rate in 2005 was 20% [1]. By the end of 2005, the total
installed capacity of wind power in Sweden was 500 MW [2].
The Swedish National Energy Agency has proposed a planning
target of 10 TWh/year of wind energy expansion in 10-15
years [5]. Several large wind farm projects, totalling nearly
2GW of installed capacity, are under planning stage which
could be realized in next few years [6], [7]. Geographically
these large wind farms will be concentrated mostly in the
southern coastal region.
Today wind turbines of variable speed type has become
more common than traditional fixed speed turbines [8]. For
a variable speed wind turbine, the generator is controlled by a
power electronic converter. Fast control of active and reactive
power can be achieved using these types of turbines.
It is presented in several research papers that the transient
stability of conventional generators integrated in the electrical
network increases when variable speed wind turbines of DFIG
type are integrated instead of fixed speed turbines ([9][10]),
which is due to the reactive current controllability of a DFIG
system. A possibility using such a system is to control the
voltage of the wind turbine terminal and in this way improve
the voltage profile of nearby buses.
In this contribution a operational mode of a wind farm
equipped with full scale frequency converter to improve the
transient stability of other conventional generators in the
grid is presented. This contingency operation mode is then
incorporated with the control of the planned wind farm in the
south of Sweden and tested. In addition, oscillations in the
grid power are investigated under different operational modes
of the wind farm. In this paper, two different integration level
of the wind energy are investigated (3% and 12%).
II. INVESTIGATED WIND TURBINE SYSTEMS
A. System A
This system is a variable speed wind turbine system with
the generator connected connected to the grid via a full scale
frequency converter and is assumed to be equipped with
voltage ride-through capability. The system layout is shown
in Fig. 1. Enercon is the largest manufacturer of this type of
wind energy conversion system (WECS) [8]. This system is
capable of producing active power at a certain power factor.
A preferable operation is at unity power factor. But in cases
where a wind farm is connected to the grid by a large cable, it
has to be operated at a lagging power factor angle to keep the
reactive power exchange to zero at the grid connection point.
In this case the grid side converter has to be overrated so that
it can provide the necessary reactive power during high wind
speed situations.
Fig. 1. Hardware set-up of wind turbine systems A and B.
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B. System B
The hardware set-up of a system B type turbine is similar
to that of system A type turbine as shown in Fig. 1. But the
control of the grid side converter is modified so that this wind
turbine system can inject/absorb reactive power into/from the
grid while producing active power depending on grid situations
(observe the arrows in the capability diagram shown in Fig. 2),
as long as the current rating of the grid side converter is not
violated. So in principle system B is able to operate anywhere
in the first and the fourth quadrant of the capability diagram.
Fig. 2. Capability diagram of wind turbine system B at nominal voltage.
III. WIND FARM MODELING
In this paper, variable speed wind turbines with full scale
power electronic converters and with voltage ride through
capability are considered. They are modeled as a negative
load at the connection point with negative conductance and
positive susceptance, as shown in Fig. 3. Due to the fact that
almost instantaneous control of current could be achieved by
converters of these type of wind turbines, they act like constant
MVA sources within the converter’s current limit. Accordingly,
in this paper they are modeled as constant MVA source
considering the current limitation of grid side converters. The
conductance (GWT ) and susceptance (BWT ) are given by
YˆWT = −GWT + jBWT = PWT + jQWT
Vˆ 2WT
(1)
where PWT and QWT are the wind farm’s active and reactive
power production, respectively, VWT is the wind farm con-
nection point voltage. The injected current by the wind farm
is
IˆWT =
√
(PWT + jQWT )YˆWT . (2)
When the converter current limit is reached, it operates as a
constant current source and the conductance and the suscep-
tance vary according to
YˆWT = −GWT + jBWT =
Imax 6 arctan(QWTPWT )
VˆWT
(3)
where Imax is the converter maximum current rating. Current
injection at this stage is
IˆWT = Imax 6 arctan(
QWT
PWT
). (4)
Fig. 3. Modeling representation of a variable speed wind turbine with a full
scale power converter.
IV. TRANSIENT STABILITY IMPROVEMENT ASPECTS
To illustrate the transient stability aspect of a variable speed
wind turbine with a full scale frequency converter let us
consider a simple network as shown in Fig. 4. XGF is the
inductive reactance and RGF is the resistance seen by the
generator when a solid three phase short circuit fault occurs at
a position F without the presence of a wind farm. This network
resistance RGF is the only resistance seen by the generator
during a fault. The active loss associated with this resistance
during a fault is supplied by the generator and this is the only
way of transporting active power from a generator during a
fault. The higher this active power transfer is during a fault, the
less the accelerating energy gained by the generator during this
faulted time is. But in presence of a wind farm, by injecting
active current during a fault, the equivalent impedance seen
by a generator can be changed.
Fig. 4. Equivalent sketch of a simple power system including the WECS
model near a conventional generator.
Let us examine the equivalent impedance seen by the
generator in the presence of a wind farm. The equivalent
impedance Zeq is given by the following equation
Zeq=Req+jXeq=
(GGF−GWT )
(GGF−GWT )2+(BGF−BWT )2
+j (BGF−BWT )(GGF−GWT )2+(BGF−BWT )2 (5)
where GGF=RGF /(R2GF + X2GF ) and BGF=XGF /(R2GF +
X2GF ). Values of GWT and BWT are given by (3).
A wind farm located near a conventional generator, injecting
active current at a fixed pf (system A) during a network fault,
will reduce the resistance seen by the generator (see Fig. 5)
and can thus reduce the transient stability of the machine. On
the other hand, system B has the possibility to control the
active and reactive current injection during a grid fault. So, in
principle, these systems can change the active current injection
to zero (GWT=0) and in this way keep the resistance seen by
the generator to its initial value. They also have the possibility
to inject reactive current during a fault (making the value of
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(BGF −BWT ) lower, i.e. reduce the reactive impedance seen
by the generator).
Fig. 5. The impedance seen by a generator during a fault at F, (a) no nearby
WECS, (b) a system A type WECS and (c) WECS of type B.
Combining these two possible operations during a grid fault,
the combined effect of which is a reduced Xeq/Req ratio seen
by the generator (see Fig. 5), a nearby WECS can increase the
active power transfer from a conventional generator and can
thus increase the transient stability of the machine.
V. OPERATIONAL MODES OF A WIND FARM
A. Constant power factor operation
In this mode of operation, a wind farm operates at a certain
power factor to maintain a zero reactive power exchange with
the grid. This is the classical way to control a wind farm today.
In the case where a wind farm is connected to the grid by a
long cable, the wind farm has to absorb some reactive power
generated by the cable to keep the reactive power exchange
to zero at the grid connection point.
B. Voltage control mode operation
In this mode of operation, the wind farm operation is
modified so that it controls its terminal voltage to a predefined
value that makes the reactive power exchange with the grid to
zero. When the voltage deviates from this set value, the wind
farm controls the exchanged reactive power to keep the voltage
to the set value as long as the converter current capacity is not
exceeded. The set point value is calculated from steady state
analysis. So in principle, the SVC/STATCOM function has
been incorporated into the control of the wind farm.
C. Transient stability enhancement mode operation
In this mode of operation the wind farm operates according
to the principle discussed in the previous section. When a fault
is detected i.e. when the bus voltage goes down to a low value,
the wind farm enters into this mode of operation. As long as
there is no grid disturbance, it operates in the voltage control
mode described in the previous subsection VB.
VI. MODIFIED NORDIC32 GRID
The CIGRE Nordic32 test system [11] is used as a repre-
sentation of the Swedish transmission grid in this paper. The
total installed capacity of this test system is 16.5 GW and the
load is 10.9 GW. Accordingly, it is assumed in this paper that
this test system is a 50% scaled down version of the Swedish
system (33.5 GW installed capacity). The original Nordic32
grid has been modified in this work to incorporate the current
network situation into account. Two thermal generating units at
bus 4063 (530 MW each) have been taken out from operation
and two new generating units (530 MW each) have been added
at bus 4062 (Fig. 6). The reason for this modification is due to
the fact that, two units of the nuclear power plant Barseba¨ck,
situated near Malmo¨, are no longer in operation now [12].
A 320 MW wind farm is connected at the southwest region
as shown in Fig. 7. This corresponds to a 3% wind energy
penetration level (the ratio between the wind power and the
total load).
To simulate a high wind energy penetration scenario, an-
other large wind farm (1 GW) is connected in the central
region as shown in Fig. 7. Two thermal units connected
at bus 4062 are in this work taken out of operation from
the southwestern region (530 MW each) to accommodate
the new wind power. This situation corresponds to a 12%
penetration level of wind power. To provide voltage support
in the southwestern region, 2 synchronous condensers are
connected in place of the two generators at bus 4062.
Fig. 6. Modified Nordic32 grid.
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Fig. 7. Modified Nordic32 grid augmented with wind farms.
VII. 3% WIND PENETRATION SCENARIO
As mentioned earlier, wind park-1 of 320 MW connected
at the southwestern region corresponds to a 3% penetration
scenario. The load and generation balance of the system is
kept by increasing the system load by 320 MW. As the wind
farm is connected to the grid by a long cable, the wind farm
has to be operated at a lagging power factor to assure a zero
reactive power exchange with the grid. Wind park-1 operates at
a lagging power factor of 0.98 which corresponds to 65 MVAr
of reactive power absorbtion at the wind farm. The operating
voltage at the wind turbine terminal is 0.95 pu.
In following subsections the effects of different operational
modes of wind park-1 on the transient stability of a nearby
generator and on power oscillations are presented.
A. Effect on transient stability
A very common indicator of the transient stability of a syn-
chronous generator is the critical fault clearing time (tcritical),
which is defined as the maximum duration of a given fault that
will not lead to the loss of synchronism of the generator [13].
To determine the transient stability limit of the system in
the presence of wind park-1, a three phase to ground fault is
applied at bus 4062, which is the nearest bus to the wind farm
that has conventional generators connected. When the wind
farm is operating in the constant power factor mode, which
resembles system A, the critical fault clearing time is 263 ms.
When the suggested transient stability enhancement mode is
incorporated, which resembles system B, the new critical fault
clearing time is 317 ms. For the purpose of comparison, the
critical fault clearing time of the system without any wind farm
is also calculated which is 312 ms. So a new wind farm of
type A will endanger the system transient stability while wind
farm of system B, which incorporated the suggested transient
stability enhance mode, will increase the system transient
stability.
Fig. 8 shows rotor angles of generators connected at 4062
and 4051 when a fault is applied at 4062 for 150 ms. As shown
in the figure, the rotor angle swing of the generator connected
at bus 4062 has been reduced when system B is utilized,
compared to system A. It can be noted that the rotor angle of
the generator at bus 4051 has not been affected significantly
which is natural since it is electrically far away from wind
park-1. So it is concluded that generators in other regions of
the network, which are even further from the wind farm, will
not be influenced by this modified operation of wind park-1.
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Fig. 8. Rotor angle swing of generators connected at bus 4062 and 4051
when a fault is applied at 4062.
B. Effect on power oscillations
The transmission line between bus 4062 and 4045 is dis-
connected which results in power oscillation in different parts
of the network. The power oscillations in lines 4063-4062
and 4062-4061 are monitored. It is assumed that system B is
operating in the voltage control mode. In Fig. 9, the power
oscillations are shown. In the figure, transmission loadings
are presented as a percentage of the respective SIL (serge
impedance loading) of the line, which is 550 MW for all the
monitored lines. An increased damping in power oscillations
is observed in line 4063-4062 when the wind farm is operated
in the voltage control mode. The wind farm terminal voltage
and reactive power are shown in Fig. 10. By controlling its
bus voltage by changing the reactive power, the wind farm
manages to increase the damping of power oscillations in
the transmission line 4063-4062. As can be noticed from
Fig. 9, due to the disconnection of line 4062-4045, the other
transmission line 4062-4061, which connects the southwest
region with the rest of the system, gets severely overloaded
and the line will be tripped.
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Another contingency situation is investigated where a gen-
erating unit at bus 4062 is disconnected. The resulting power
oscillations in different transmission lines in the southwest
region are shown in Fig. 11. An increased damping in power
oscillations is observed in line 4063-4062 when system B is
utilized instead of system A. No significant change is power
oscillations are observed in the other two lines which are
electrically far away from wind park-1.
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Fig. 9. Power oscillations in lines 4063-4062 and 4062-4061 when the line
4062-4045 is disconnected.
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Fig. 10. Voltage at the wind farm terminal and the wind farm reactive power
when line 4062-4045 is disconnected.
So it is concluded from this low penetration scenario analy-
sis that by incorporating the transient stability enhancement
mode in the operation of the planned wind farm in south of
Sweden, the transient stability of the conventional generators
operating in that region can be increased. It is also found
that the damping of power oscillations in transmission line
4063-4062 are increased when this wind farm is operated in
the voltage control mode instead of the constant power factor
mode although no significant change in power oscillations are
observed in other transmission lines which are far away from
the location of the wind farm.
VIII. 12% WIND PENETRATION SCENARIO
A higher wind penetration scenario is also investigated.
In this case it is assumed that another large wind farm (1
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Fig. 11. Power oscillations in different transmission lines in the southwest
region when one unit at bus 4062 is disconnected.
GW) is connected to the network near bus 4051. Two thermal
generator units of equivalent size from the southwest region
(at bus 4062) has been decommissioned in this case. To
provide enough voltage support at in the southwest region,
two synchronous condensers are added in bus 4062. Their
total capacity is 600 MVAr. This new wind park, wind park-
2, operates at a lagging power factor of 0.93 to maintain
zero reactive power exchange with the grid in the pcc. The
operating voltage of the wind farm is 0.97 pu.
Similar analysis of the transient stability and power oscilla-
tions are performed for this high wind penetration scenario as
have already been done for the low wind penetration scenario,
and the results are shown in the next subsections.
A. Effect on transient stability
To determine the transient stability of the system in presence
of several wind farms, a three phase to ground fault is applied
at two different locations. First a fault is applied at bus
4062, which is near to wind park-1. The critical fault clearing
time is 414 ms when system A is employed in wind park-1.
When system B is employed, the critical fault clearing time is
increased to 432 ms.
Another fault is applied at bus 4051 near wind park-2.
Bus 4051 is the grid connection point of wind park-2 and
a conventional generator is connected at this bus. The critical
fault clearing time is 375 ms when system A is employed in
wind park-2. When system B is employed, which incorporates
the suggested transient stability enhancement mode, the critical
fault clearing time increases to 676 ms. The critical fault
clearing time of the system without any wind farm for a fault
at bus 4051 is 539 ms.
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B. Effect on power oscillations
Like the previous scenario, transmission line 4062-4045 is
disconnected which results in power oscillations in differ-
ent parts of the system. Power oscillations in transmission
lines 4051-4045, 4063-4062, 4062-4061 and 4045-4044 are
monitored. Fig. 12 shows the results. From the figure, it is
noted that the damping of power oscillations in line 4051-4045
reduces in the presence of a system B type wind farm which is
located near bus 4051 and is operating in voltage control mode.
Wind farm of a system A type, which is operating at constant
power factor, shows better performance in this case. It is due
to the fact that two conventional synchronous generators are
connected at bus 4051 which also is the connection point of the
second wind farm. The interaction between the wind farm’s
simple voltage control mode of operation and the generator
overall control may cause the reduced damping in power
oscillations in line 4051-4045. Slightly reduced damping in
power oscillations are also observed in line 4062-4061 and
4045-4044 when a wind farm of type B is employed compared
to the case when system A is employed. But interesting to note
is that increased damping in power oscillations are observed in
line 4063-4062. Note that wind park-1 is connected at the end
of line 4063-4062 where no conventional generating unit is in
operation. Therefore a simple voltage control mode operation
of this wind farm increased the damping in power oscillations
in line 4063-4062.
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Fig. 12. Power oscillations in different lines when the line 4062-4045 is
disconnected.
Another contingency situation is also investigated in this
paper where the generating unit at bus 4062 is tripped. The
resulting power oscillations in lines 4051-4045, 4063-4062,
4062-4061, 4062-4045 and 4045-4044 are shown in Fig. 13.
A reduced damping in power oscillations are observed in line
4051-4045 when wind park-2 operates in voltage control mode
(system B) compared to the case when the wind farm operates
in fixed power factor mode (system A). A reduction in the
damping of power oscillations are also observed in other lines
except line 4063-4062. Damping in power oscillations are
increased in line 4063-4062 when wind park-1 operates in
the voltage control mode.
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Fig. 13. Power oscillations in lines 4061-4062 and 4062-4061 when the line
4062-4045 is disconnected.
It is concluded from the high penetration scenario analysis
that the transient stability of nearby conventional generators
are increased from the base case when the proposed transient
stability enhancement operation mode is incorporated into the
control of the planned wind farms. It is also observed that
using the simple voltage control mode of operation of wind
park-2 did not increase the damping in power oscillations of
the nearby transmission lines compared to the constant power
factor mode operation. But the damping in power oscillations
are increased in line 4063-4062 when wind park-1 operates
in voltage control mode. Wind park-1 is connected at the end
of line 4063-4062 where no conventional generators are in
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operation.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an operational mode of variable speed wind
turbines equipped with full scale frequency converter is pre-
sented to enhance the transient stability of nearby conventional
generators. The method is then tested on the CIGRE Nordic32
grid. Two different wind energy penetration scenarios are
investigated. For both the scenarios it is found that by incor-
porating this transient stability enhancement operation mode
in the control of several planned wind farms in the nordic
grid, the transient stability of nearby conventional synchronous
generators can be increased.
The effect of various control modes of a wind farm, namely,
constant power factor operation and voltage control mode
operation, on transmission line power oscillations are also
investigated in this paper. In both the investigated wind pene-
tration scenarios it is found that damping of power oscillations
in line 4063-4062 are increased when wind park-1 operates
in voltage control mode. While, this simple control mode
employed in wind park-2 did not increase the damping of
power oscillations in line 4051-4045. Interesting to note is
that no conventional synchronous generator is connected at
the connection point of wind park-1 while two synchronous
generators are in operation at bus 4051 where wind park-2
is also connected. So care must be taken while designing the
control of a large wind farm, in the particular situation where
conventional synchronous generators are in operation near the
wind farm. A voltage control mode of operation could in these
situations reduce the damping of power oscillations.
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Abstract— The effect of small scale variable speed (VS) wind
energy integration into the local grid is investigated in this paper.
In particular, the effect of reactive power control from wind
turbines on the local voltage stability considering different types
of load is analyzed here. Both steady-state and dynamic analysis
have been done. It is found that integration of wind power in
several feeders of a sub station could influence the operation of
the tap changing transformer at the substation. With the high
level of integration of wind turbines at the local grid, mixed
with different critical loads, high load-low wind condition is
the most critical situation from a load power quality point of
view when lost voltage-time area at the load bus will be higher
for a given disturbance at the grid. To overcome a relatively
low voltage disturbance (grid voltage dip higher than 85%) by
utilizing the fast power electronic converter of the nearby wind
turbine, keeping the active power production from the wind
turbine at the pre-disturbance value, it is the high wind-low
load situation which is the difficult case to handle from the
wind turbine side. Mitigation of a larger voltage disturbance in
this way requires a larger grid side converter. Instead, injecting
reactive current into the grid keeping the active current injection
from the wind turbine at the pre-fault level, gives satisfactory
contingency performance of the wind turbine from the grid point
of view.
I. INTRODUCTION
The wind generation penetration level is increasing day
by day. Economic utilization of wind resources requires the
wind turbines to be connected at remote sites with high
average wind speed. Such sites are often situated far from
a strong grid. Maximization of small scale integration of wind
farms (<10 MW) in such grids requires overcoming technical
constraints like flicker, steady-state voltage variation limit,
thermal overloading of the feeder etc. The flicker emission
constraints is no longer a problem for VS wind turbines [1].
Existing distribution grids are usually designed with a higher
thermal capacity than needed to maintain an acceptable voltage
profile and also to make room for future network expansion.
So, generally the thermal rating of a distribution feeder does
not limit the amount of wind energy integration level into the
local weak grid.
Today wind turbines of VS type with power electronic con-
verters has become more common than traditional fixed-speed
turbines. In 2002, the total market share of VS turbines with
power electronic based converter was 67%[2]. Fast control of
active and reactive power can be achieved from these types of
turbines.
It is quite common that wind turbines are to be connected at
the feeder mixed with other loads. Typical substation loading
types are of housing, commercial and industrial type, of which
commercial and industrial loading are sensitive to voltage
disturbances i.e. critical loads. Good supply voltage quality is
a demand for these loads. High level of wind power integration
into the distribution feeders with such critical loads may,
in future, require the wind turbines to have voltage control
capability to some extent and could also require contingency
operation of wind turbines during grid disturbances. In prin-
ciple, with the help of the built in power electronic converter
of the variable speed wind turbine, it will be quite possible to
do so.
The main purpose of this work is to investigate the short
term voltage stability aspects of distributed VS wind gen-
eration mixed with voltage sensitive loads at weaker parts
of the network. In particular, another goal is to investigate
the possibility of utilizing the reactive power from the wind
turbine’s grid side converter during network disturbances. In
addition to this, another objective is to find limiting factors in
the integration level by steady-state calculations.
II. INVESTIGATED SYSTEM
The investigated power systems are shown in figs.1 and
2. For both the systems, the short circuit capacity at the
substation secondary is 70 MVA. Three different feeders have
been investigated. The parameters for the feeders are given
in the appendix. The steady state wind integration limit is
calculated for the system shown in fig.1 considering the three
different feeders separately. Later the three different feeders
are considered connected to the sub-station and the integration
limit is re-calculated for the system shown in fig.2 and the
effect of the tap changing transformer is investigated. In the
dynamic simulation, different types of load-wind combinations
at feeder-2 during network disturbances are investigated with
the system shown in fig.1. Office load, residential load and
industrial load are considered. Later in a case study simulation,
the system shown in fig.2 is considered with all the three
feeders with different types of loads mixed with wind turbines.
A. Load model
In the dynamic simulations, residential loads, which are
mainly heating load, are modeled as constant impedance
loads. Commercial loads are here all considered to have an
UPS and are accordingly modeled as constant power loads.
The industrial loads are modeled as induction motors. The
parameters for the induction motors are chosen based on the
typical value from [3]. In both static and dynamic calculations,
the load power factor is taken 0.98.
B. Wind turbine modeling assumption
Throughout the whole work, VS wind turbines with full
power converter are considered, which have a voltage dip ride-
through capability. The presence of the full power converter
isolates the generator from the rest of the grid. Only the con-
verter characteristic is seen by the grid [4]. An ideal converter
is assumed in this work. In the dynamic simulation, the wind
speed is considered to be constant as we are interested in short
term voltage stability and the time frame we are interested
in is <1s. Variable speed wind turbines equipped with power
electronics based reactive power injection capability can either
inject or absorb reactive power. The control of active and
reactive power from the wind turbine is done separately. Fast
control of active and reactive current from the turbine is
realized by the power electronic converter. In this work, VS
wind turbine is modeled in such a way that it acts as an
intelligent constant power source.
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Fig. 1. Single line diagram of the investigated power system, setup-1.
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Fig. 2. Single line diagram of the investigated power system, setup-2
III. WIND POWER INTEGRATION INTO THE EXISTING
FEEDERS
A. Feeder effect
The steady-state voltage span is one of the factors that limits
the wind power integration limit into a distribution feeder
where the local loads are connected. The allowed steady state
voltage variation limit at the load bus depends on the operator
of the local grid. In this work the highest permissible voltage
is assumed to be 1.025 pu and the lowest allowed value is
assumed to be 0.96 pu.
The short circuit capacity at the sub-station is 70 MVA.
Feeder-1 is first considered. The load level is assumed to
be zero which gives the most conservative value of the
integrated wind power for a given static voltage variation limit.
Depending on the loading profile of the feeder, the minimum
feeder loading could be added to this value to determine the
amount of maximum wind power that could be integrated into
this feeder. Fig.3a shows the results. The amount of integration
is limited to 3.6 MW due to the voltage variation limit. The
integration limit for feeder-2 and 3 are 4.8 MW and 3.9 MW
respectively, as shown in fig.3b and c.
Feeder-1 is a 6 km over head (OH) line with an X/R ratio
equals 3. Feeder-2 is also an OH line of 4 km with the same
X/R ratio. Feeder-3 is a 4 km cable with an X/R ratio 0.75.
All the feeders have the same ampacity (500 A). From the
results shown in fig.3a and b, the voltage variation limit is
reached first in feeder-1 which has a longer length than the
feeder-2. On the other hand, although feeder-2 and 3 have
the same length, the voltage variation limit is first reached
at feeder-3 which has a lower X/R ratio. In neither case, the
thermal limit of the feeders is reached since the original system
is designed to handle the maximum load situation considering
the voltage variation limit. Maximum current carrying capacity
of a feeder could be a limiting factor when the integrated wind
power is higher than the maximum loading of the feeder.
B. Effect of tap changers
From the previous subsection an observation is that the
tap changing transformer has not influenced the wind energy
integration limit as the sub station voltage remains within
its permissible value (±1.25%). Comparing the wind energy
integration results, fig.3, it is noticed that substation voltage
is higher for feeder-2 than for feeder-1. These two feeders
considered here have the same X/R ratio but feeder 2 is
shorter in length. The short circuit capacity of the grid at the
end of feeder-1 and 2 are 30 MVA and 37 MVA respectively.
On the other hand feeder-2 and feeder-3 have the same length
but different X/R ratios. The short circuit capacity of the
grid at the end of feeder-3 is 53 MVA. And as expected, the
voltage at the sub station is higher for feeder-3 than feeder-2.
So a conclusion could be that, the tap changing transformer
will influence the wind energy integration level when the short
circuit capacity at the integration point is comparable to the
short circuit capacity at the low voltage side of the sub station.
A situation like this could arise when the turbine is connected
closer to the substation. But in real situation where the wind
turbines will be connected at the far end of a feeder, the
tap changing transformer will merely influence the integration
level.
In practice it may happen that wind turbines could be
integrated in several feeders of a sub station due to the high
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Fig. 3. Wind power integration into - (a) feeder-1, (b) feeder-2 and (c)
feeder-3.
availability of the wind and/or the interest from the wind farm
owners. A power system shown in fig.2 is considered in this
case where all the three different feeders are present at the
substation. Feeder loadings are assumed zero here as well,
which will give the most conservative value. Neglecting the
tap changing action of the transformer, the total integration
limit is 7.5 MW (fig.4a) which is less than the sum of the
limits of the three feeders calculated in the previous section.
The total active power loss and the reactive power support
needed to transport this wind power into the grid is 3% and
12% respectively.
Now the tap changer is considered in the calculation. The
wind power absorption in different feeders are shown in fig.5a.
The total absorption limit is increased up to 15 MW. The total
active power loss and the reactive power support needed in
this case is 7% and 25% respectively. The increasing reactive
power support needed to transport the wind power generated
at the far end of the distribution network, into the grid,
could limit the wind production due to the net reactive power
exchange requirement of the local distribution grid with the
transmission grid. A situation like this could arise when the
power production from the wind turbines exceeds the local
consumptions. By providing the reactive power support needed
to transport the surplus of wind power, at the node where the
bulk amount is exchanged into the grid, this limit could be
overcome.
We can draw a conclusion that, tap changing transformer
will influence the wind integration limit when several feeders
of the substation have the possibility to absorb incoming wind
power. As concluded earlier, when the short circuit capacity
at the wind turbine connection point is comparable with the
substation short circuit capacity, the tap changing transformer
could influence the integration limit. In this case, where we
have considered wind power integration at several feeders,
the combined short circuit capacity of the grid is 57 MVA
(calculated by considering three simultaneous faults at the
wind turbine connection points) which is comparable with the
sub station’s short circuit capacity.
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Fig. 4. Wind power integration into all the existing feeders - (a) voltage
profile of the different wind turbines pcc, (b)total active and reactive power
loss in the system. Tap changer locked.
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While integrating wind energy into several feeders of a sub-
station, another limiting factor could arise at the transportation
level of the surplus wind power into the grid. In the previous
case where the voltage variation limit was pushed towards
the thermal limit of the feeder, the total integration possibility
was increased up to 15 MW. The original local network and
the substation was designed to comply with the maximum
load demand. When the amount of wind power integration is
higher than the substation capacity, the sub transmission lines
connecting the substation to the grid could be overloaded after
the grid disturbances. In those situations some of the wind
turbines should be disconnected or the integration limit should
be reduced to avoid such situations.
The conclusions drawn from the steady state calculations
are:
1) the steady-state voltage variation limit could limit the
integration of wind energy when wind turbines are
integrated into one single feeder of thesubstation where
the short circuit capacity is low compared to that of
the substation, provided no bottle neck is present in the
feeder.
2) the tap changer’s action could enhance the integration
limit of the wind energy when wind energy is integrated
into several or all of the existing feeders of the substa-
tion. In this situation the equivalent short circuit capacity
at the wind integration points is comparable to the sub
station short circuit capacity.
3) while transporting the surplus wind energy from the
local grid to the next higher grid, another limiting factor
could be the thermal limit of the sub-transmission line.
IV. VOLTAGE STABILITY ENHANCEMENT BY
DISTRIBUTED WIND GENERATION
A. Voltage disturbance response of different types of load-wind
combinations
A typical distribution feeder load types could include
residential, commercial and to some extent industrial load.
These loads behave differently towards different voltage distur-
bances. For example, housing loads which are mainly heating
loads, behave as a constant power load in long term because
of the thermostatic control associated with it which has time
constant of several minutes [3,5]. During short disturbances
they behave like a constant impedance load. On the other
hand commercial or office loads consists of mainly computer
loads fed by electronic power supply and fluorescent lighting
with electronic control. The control associated with these loads
make them constant power load [5]. When the grid disturbance
is over, the voltage recovers immediately when these types
of loads are connected. The situation is different in case of
an industrial load which, here is assumed to have a large
amount of induction machines. The voltage sag duration is
larger in this case due to the high amount of reactive power
consumed by the motor immediately after the fault to build up
its magnetizing flux. This makes a post disturbance voltage sag
at the bus.
Parts of commercial loads which are supplied by electronic
power supply for example, computer, is sensitive to voltage
dip less than 85% for a 500 ms voltage dip [6,7]. 500 ms
is a typical breaker operating time in the distribution grid. In
this respect this types of loads are sensitive load. Motor using
power electronics for variable speed control are becoming
common. In [8] it is stated that adjustable speed drive cannot
tolerate less than 80% voltage dip with 500 ms duration. For
a local grid, a voltage dip less than 80% for a duration of
500 ms is a severe disturbance from load point of view when
sensitive loads will be disconnected.
In fig.6, the response of different types of load to a 80%
voltage dip (500 ms duration) at the swing bus is shown. The
voltage reduction at the load bus is higher when the load is
an office load compared to the heating load case, as expected.
In case of an industrial load, post disturbance or secondary
voltage reduction is present. The post disturbance effect is
higher with decreasing dip for a given dip duration.
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Fig. 7. Lost Voltage Area (LVA) at the load bus due to a disturbance at the
grid (a) no remedial action taken (b) reactive power injection action taken.
Shaded area indicates the acceptable voltage variation limit.
For a given disturbance duration, the voltage area that is lost
at the load bus due to the voltage dip at the higher voltage grid,
is an index of the disturbance severity. The lost voltage area
(LVA) as calculated in this work, is shown in fig.7. Fig.7a
shows the primary (p) and secondary (s) LVA at the load
bus due to a disturbance at the grid when no remedial action
has been taken. Fig.7b shows the LVA when reactive power
injection is done at the load bus to counteract the dip. The lost
voltage area recovery is calculated as:
LV A recovery, p = LV Ab,p − LV Aa,p. (1)
LV A recovery, s = LV Ab,s − LV Aa,s. (2)
Referred to the set-up shown in fig.1, feeder-2 is considered
supplying the load. The load power factor is assumed to
be 0.98 lagging. Different types of loads, namely, housing,
commercial and industrial, are considered separately. In the
calculation two different load/wind combinations have been
considered: high load-low wind situation and high wind-low
load situation. In the former situation the power flow direction
is from the substation to he load end and the later situation
refers to a net power transfer to the grid from the turbines.
The maximum loading on this feeder is 3.5 MW and the total
installed wind power on this feeder is 5 MW. For both the
load and wind, 20% of the rated value is taken as the low
level value.
In fig.8 the primary and secondary LVA for different types
of load is shown for different voltage dip magnitudes, where
a high load-low wind situation is considered. From the figure
it is clear that the primary LVA is higher for commercial load
than the other two types of loads, which means that these
types of load will have higher effect on the voltage stability
during grid disturbance. On the other hand, industrial load has
a significant secondary LVA.
Fig.9 presents the LVA for a high wind-low load situation.
As expected, the LVA is less than the high load-low wind case.
In this case, industrial load shows negligible secondary LVA
which makes all the three types of load responses similar.
From the remedial action point of view, high load-low wind
situation is harder to handle where the LVA is higher than the
high wind-low load case and it will require higher reactive
support.
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load and (c) industrial load. High load-Low wind situation.
B. Requirement for wind turbine’s converter current capacity
The wind turbines today are mostly variable speed wind
turbines with power electronic converter capable of controlling
the reactive power to produce active power at unity power
factor. To be able to provide reactive power support to the
grid during high wind operation, the grid side converter should
be over rated to some extent. In this section, the following
assumptions have been made for the wind turbine operation:
1) wind power availability remains constant during the
short disturbance
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Fig. 9. Load bus LVA due to a 500 ms duration of grid voltage disturbance
with different dip magnitude for (a) commercial and office load, (b) residential
load and (c) industrial load. High wind-Low load situation.
2) active power production from the turbine is kept the
same as the pre-disturbance value by controlling the
active component of the current depending on the current
rating of the grid side converter
3) during voltage disturbance, reactive current is injected
into the grid to provide voltage support keeping the
active power production at the pre disturbance value.
In fig.10 high wind-low load situation with a 85% voltage
dip at the grid is presented considering an industrial load.
Fig.10a shows the load bus voltage and active and reactive
power production from the turbine. During the voltage dip,
active power injected by the wind turbine into the grid is
reduced due to the converter current limitation. With the help
of a larger converter, reactive power support could be provided,
as shown in fig.10b. In this occasion 3.25 MVar reactive power
support is provided by the wind turbine to restore the voltage
level into the permissible limit. Which means, a 20% over-
rated grid side converter (or rated at 0.84 power factor) is
required.
The required wind turbine grid side converter’s rated power
factor to handle grid voltage disturbances of different magni-
tude for the two load-wind combinations discussed above, are
calculated and shown in fig. 11 and 12.
In fig.11 the wind turbine’s converter capacity requirement
for high load-low wind situation is presented for three different
types of load as discussed earlier. It is noticed that for a
given level of disturbance at the grid, industrial load (fig.11c)
puts higher requirement on wind turbines. With commercial
(fig.11a) and residential (fig.11b) load connected, the require-
ments on wind turbines are relatively less than the industrial
load case. A grid voltage disturbance down to 90% could be
handled by the wind turbine without the need to over rate
the grid side converter. It is due to the fact that during low
wind operation, the converter current is far below the rated
current. But in a high wind-low load situation (fig.12), the
grid side converter has to be over rated to handle even a
90% dip in the grid for all the load types. So, to handle a
relatively low voltage disturbance (grid voltage dip higher than
85%) by the reactive power injection of the wind turbine, high
wind-low load situation is the critical load/wind condition that
determines the required sizing of the converter. On the other
hand, a high load-low wind situation is the critical load/wind
condition to handle by the reactive power injection from the
wind turbine during severe voltage disturbance (dip less than
85%).
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Fig. 10. High wind-low load (industrial load) situation and 85% dip of
500 ms duration at the grid. Load bus voltage and the active and reactive
power from the wind turbine when (a) no reactive power is injected by the
wind turbine and (b) reactive power support provided by the wind turbine’s
over-rated converter.
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load, (b) residential load and (c) industrial load.
C. Contingency operation of wind turbines at the local grid
In the previous subsection it was shown that a relatively
small disturbance of the grid voltage could be handled by the
wind turbine’s grid side converter which is slightly over rated.
In those situations, the active power production from the wind
turbine is kept to the pre-disturbance value and the remaining
capacity of the grid side converter is utilized to inject reactive
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Fig. 12. High wind-low load situation. Wind turbine’s converter capacity
requirement to handle different grid voltage dip (a) commercial and office
load, (b) residential load and (c) industrial load.
power to assist the grid. During severe grid disturbance, this
mode of operation is not feasible as the required converter size
becomes larger.
In this subsection, we will address some alternative contin-
gency modes of operations of the wind turbine with a rea-
sonable size of the grid side converter (5% over rated) which
can assist the grid during disturbance. Grid setup-2 (fig.2) is
considered where the substation has three different types of
feeder with different types of loadings and all the feeders have
high level of wind energy integration. The maximum load and
the installed wind power for different feeders are - 2.5 MW
- 4.3 MW (feeder-1), 3.5 MW - 6.5 MW (feeder-2) and 3.5
MW - 5.9 MW (feeder-3). Low level value of the load and the
wind power is assumed to be 20% of their respective values.
Load power factors are assumed to be 0.98 lagging. Feeder-1
loading is of commercial type, feeder-2 loading is of industrial
type and feeder-3 loading is of residential type.
A particular contingency case is considered here. Feeder-3
has surplus of wind power (high wind and low load) while
other two feeders (feeder-1 and 2) have a opposite situation
(high load and low wind generation). At this state, a three-
phase to ground fault with certain fault resistance occurs at
bus-6 and after 500 ms, the faulted feeder is removed from
the rest of the grid by the protection system at the substation.
During this network contingency, four different modes of
contingency operations of the wind turbine are investigated.
Different operational modes are:
1) mode-1 inactive mode: During network disturbance, the
gate signals to the PWM converter is blocked, so the produc-
tion from the turbine is zero during the disturbance period
and when the disturbance is removed, the turbine resumes is
pre-fault production.
2) mode-2 normal mode or cosϕ = 1 mode: The turbine
behaves like a constant power source with current limitation.
During the fault the turbine will inject the rated active current
and the power production from the wind installation depends
on the remaining voltage of the grid.
3) mode-3 reactive current injection mode: During the
fault, the turbine will keep injecting pre-fault active current
like the normal operation and depending on the converter size,
will inject reactive current.
4) mode-4 pure reactive mode: In this mode, the turbine
will stop injecting any active current, instead it will inject
pure reactive current into the grid. When the normal grid
operation is restored, the turbine starts injecting the pre-fault
active current.
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Fig. 13. Voltage profile for the four different operational modes of the wind
turbines (a) substation, (b) bus-4, (c) bus-5 and (d) bus-6.
In fig.13, the substation voltage and the three feeder end
voltages are shown for the four different operational modes of
the wind turbines. From the figure, it is clear that the inactive
mode or the mode-1 operation of the wind turbine during
grid disturbances is the worst case when the non faulted load
voltages go down up to 0.5 pu. In this situation critical loads
connected at feeder-1 and 2 (mainly commercial and industrial
load) will be disconnected. Mode-2 operation which is the
normal operation of the wind turbine is also not an attractive
operation from grid point of view. The remaining voltages at
the critical loads are around 0.6 pu which will also lead to a
load disconnection. Mode-3 operation or the reactive current
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Fig. 14. Active and reactive power of different wind turbines for the four
different operational modes.
injection operation seems to be the best suited contingency
operational mode of the wind turbine during grid disturbance
for this particular case considered here. Non faulted feeders
voltages during the fault remain within 0.8 pu and the critical
loads interruption is avoided. Finally mode-4 or the pure
reactive mode where the wind turbine injects only reactive
current, couldn’t improve the situation better than the mode-3
operation. The remaining voltages in the critical feeders are
around 0.7 pu which means that some of the critical loads will
be interrupted.
In fig.14 different wind turbine’s active and reactive power
production are shown under different contingency operation
modes.
The conclusions drawn from the dynamic simulations are:
1) High load-low wind case is the worst case from the load
point of view when the primary and secondary voltage
lost areas at the load buses are higher for a given voltage
dip at the grid.
2) From the remedial action point of view, high wind-low
load is a critical case to handle with the reactive power
injection by the over-rated grid side converter of the
wind turbine keeping the active power production from
the wind turbine at the pre-disturbance value, when the
voltage disturbance is relatively low (grid voltage dip
higher than 85%). During larger voltage disturbance, the
required grid side converter capacity becomes larger.
3) A suitable contingency operation of the wind turbine
could be to keep the active current at the pre-disturbance
value and to inject the reactive current until the grid side
converter’s current limit is reached.
V. CONCLUSION
The main conclusions drawn from this work are:
1) Integrating wind power into one feeder of a substation
will hardly effect the substation’s tap changing trans-
former. But integration of wind power into several or
all of the existing feeders of a substation could influence
the tap changing transformer. High penetration of wind
power into the local grid can cause thermal overheating
of the feeder and the transformer if the integration level
is higher than the maximum predicted load.
2) With the high level of wind power integration at the
local grid mixed with different critical loads, high load-
low wind situation is the worst case from load point
of view when the voltage lost area at the load buses
will be higher for a given voltage disturbance at the
grid. To maintain an acceptable voltage profile at the
critical load bus during less severe voltage disturbance
(grid voltage dip higher than 85%) by utilizing the
reactive power injection capability of the near by wind
turbine, the critical situation is the high wind-low load
condition where a 20% over-rated grid side converter
was required to over come this voltage disturbance
keeping the active power production from the wind
turbine at the pre-disturbance value. To over come a
larger voltage disturbance in this way requires a even
larger grid side converter which is not realistic.
3) During a network disturbance, injecting reactive current
keeping the active current injection at rated level from
the turbine gives the best contingency performance of
the wind turbine from the network point of view.
APPENDIX I
TABLE I
FEEDER AND X-FORMER DATA
feeder-1 R=0.12,X=0.36[Ω/km] L=6km A=250mm2
feeder-2 R=0.12,X=0.36[Ω/km] L=4km A=250mm2
feeder-3 R=0.12,X=0.09[Ω/km] L=4km A=250mm
2
C=0.26[µF/km]
X-former Sn=10MVA x=8%
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Abstract In this paper a dc-link energy storage system for wind turbines is investigated. The 
purposes of the energy storage are: To use the wind turbine to damp power oscillations occurring in 
the grid, and to improve the transient stability margin for conventional power production units 
connected to the grid nearby. In addition, the energy storage system can also be used to provide 
voltage fault-ride through capability for a wind energy installation. In this paper only modern variable-
speed wind turbines with pitch control and a power electronic converter are considered. Two types of 
energy storage systems will be investigated: Supercapacitors and combined NiMH / Supercapacitor 
storage system. The batteries will provide the long-term power while supercapacitors (Electrochemical 
capacitor) will be used for the rapid power transients. 
 
I. Introduction 
 
Wind turbines will in the future have higher requirements than today regarding their grid performance 
during network disturbances. Today wind turbines disconnect rather quickly if there is a grid voltage 
problem. Earlier, when the number (and size) of wind energy installations were fewer (lower), this did 
not matter so much, but today when certain areas have a substantial wind energy production it can no 
longer be accepted that wind turbines disconnect unless it is absolutely necessary. Manufacturers are 
today dealing with this issue. The most commonly proposed method is to use a breaking resistor on the 
dc-link, which can dissipate the power during a voltage dip. There is an alternative method, if we 
assume that the turbine is equipped with a modern control system, and that is to adjust the turbine 
rotor to the new operating situation, which would mean that the turbine shortly overspeeds and then 
the pitch actuator brings the turbine to a standby situation. The drawback, which most likely is the 
reason for that this solution is not chosen, is that when the voltage returns, it might not be possible to 
immediately come back to full power production. In [1] it was demonstrated using experiments on a 
laboratory set-up that a variable speed wind turbine with a full-power converter can handle various 
types of voltage dips with only a standard dc-link capacitor. Using more energy storage capacity on 
the dc-link just facilitates the ability to control the turbine during voltage disturbances. 
 
Another issue that has grown in importance is that the wind turbines apart from staying on-line also 
should make a contribution to the stability of the grid. Today the installation requirement is usually 
that the power factor should be one if possible. However, there is a possibility to use the wind turbines 
to control the voltage level by using another reactive power control strategy. Furthermore, there is an 
ongoing discussion if wind turbines could be used also for active power efforts, for instance to 
improve the transient stability margin or to damp power oscillations. This requires a rapid active 
power control facility of the wind turbine. 
 
A suggestion proposed in this paper is to use a combination of supercapacitors (Electrochemical 
Capacitors, EC) and batteries as energy storage on the dc-link in order to enhance the stability of the 
grid during power transients and to improve power oscillation damping. Such a system was 
investigated both theoretically as well as experimentally for a hybrid electric vehicle system in [2]. 
Such an energy storage system could also be used to obtain a ride-through function of a variable-speed 
turbine and give it a limited, quick, but short term active power control ability.  
 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate a battery-supercapacitor energy storage system for a 
variable speed wind turbine and to study what kind of improvements that such a wind turbine can have 
on the damping of grid power pulsations as well as on the transient stability margin of a hydro 
generating unit located nearby. 
 
II. New Demands on Wind Turbines 
 
A. Voltage Ride-Through Facility 
 
In Fig. 1 the Swedish voltage ride-through reference curve for larger wind turbine installations 
suggested by the national grid operator, Svenska Kraftnät is presented. 
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Fig.  1.  Reference voltage dip proposed by Svenska Kraftnät. 
 
 
The voltage dip that wind turbines should be able to handle differs from country to country, 
but in general the wind turbines should be able to withstand a 0-15 % remaining voltage for 
0.1-3 seconds. In Sweden the suggestion is down to 0 % during 250 ms and then up to 90 % 
during the following 500 ms, as Fig. 1 shows. If the voltage dip is less severe then the 
reference curve, the demand is that the turbine must stay on-line and may not be 
disconnected. Since the voltage is low during the dip, it might be necessary to reduce the 
power flowing out to the grid. This leads to a surplus of energy over the dc-link capacitor and 
then either the power coming from the turbine must be limited or the power on the dc-link 
must be dissipated or moved into another storage (thyristor with breaking resistor, battery/EC 
system). 
B. Active power control 
 
To store energy in a supercapacitor/battery system for the utilisation as spinning reserve is extremely 
expensive. Spinning reserve means that a power system must have power sources that quickly can 
make up for the loss of the largest power producing unit in the system. In the Nordic system it is 1200 
MW that must be found automatically within a few seconds and last for a quarter of an hour up to a 
couple of hours until other production units have been started up.  
 
However, there is another feature, that is more realistic that wind turbines with a dc-link energy 
storage could be used for and that is to increase the transient stability margin. A fairly similar idea was 
presented in [3], where active load control (switching of resistors connected to a power system node) 
was utilised to damp oscillations and in this way the transient stability margin was improved. In the 
same way, a wind turbine equipped with a supercapacitor/battery system could be used. Moreover it is 
also possible to damp other types of power oscillations that may occur in the grid. 
 
For weak grids and in particular for autonomous grids, the ability to contribute with some part of 
active power control will definitely be of a great value. 
 
III. Wind Turbine System Description 
 
In Fig. 2 the proposed modification of the DC-link of the wind turbine is presented. Today the energy 
storage system for a variable speed wind turbine is a conventional dc-link capacitor.  
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Fig.  2. Proposed energy storage system for a wind energy installation. 
 
 
IV. Electric Energy Storage System 
 
A. Electric Energy Storage System 
 
Any electric storage system [ESS] is designed from application specific constraints. To start with, the 
usable energy content and the maximum output power determine together with the operation 
temperature span, the possible topologies. Secondly, the desired lifetime and cyclelife of the system 
must be taken into consideration. In this reasoning the particular load cycle of the application is vital. 
In addition, the cost in terms of initial cost, maintenance and lifetime may put another restriction to the 
design. The design process can then finally be summarized as a series of trade-off relations where the 
key issue is to determine which property is most important to the particular application.  
 
This section briefly discusses the main electric storage components aimed for use in windpower 
systems. 
 B. Battery 
 
If a battery is used as a main energy storage component, it could typically be connected directly to the 
DC-bus. Even if the open circuit voltage profile for most batteries are flat compared to capacitors, the 
minimum voltage at rated power may be too low to ensure proper operation of the DC/AC converter. 
Therefore, power-optimised batteries with low internal resistance will be the natural choice for this 
particular application. The restriction of the DC-link voltage also rules out the some potential battery 
technologies even though they may be able to deliver both desired power and energy.  
 
Low self-discharge is favourable, but on the other hand not a cost driver; a small maintenance 
charging will be insignificant from an energy efficiency point of view.  
 
Since the batteries will be used to deliver energy during the comparably sparsely occurring voltage 
disturbances and grid power pulsations, they will be kept fully charged and ready for discharge at 
rated power. This load cycle will reduce the battery lifetime compared to any low power discharge, but 
with respect to the high power and energy needed and the relatively low cyclelife desired (see section 
IV-D), the overall cost may still be acceptable. 
 
Compared to the supercapacitor, any battery is complicated to model. Internal temperature and state of 
charge (Relative charge level) are two examples of important parameters difficult or practically 
impossible to measure. Nevertheless, the simplified model presented in Figure 3 can provide sufficient 
accuracy for the overview simulations made in this paper.
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Fig.  3 Battery model used in simulations. 
 
 
The battery specific parameters used in the model are calculated from measurements on a power 
optimised NiMH-battery cell operated at +20°C. 
 
C. Electrochemical Capacitor 
 
The supercapacitor is a far more ideal component than the battery. Lifetime and cyclelife is superior to 
batteries, and they have extremely high specific power and high current capability at a wide 
temperature range. The voltage profile is however not favourable, implying that an extra DC/DC 
converter is needed if power and energy are to be efficiently utilised. On the other hand, if 
supercapacitors are merely used to provide very short pulses of high power, the limited power and 
energy available at low working voltage will be of minor interest and the DC/DC converter redundant.  
 
Compared to any battery technology, the energy content is low or very low, but if used together with 
batteries as a high power supplier the total performance of the energy storage system will be superior 
compared to using batteries or supercapacitors only.   
The self-discharge rate is high, but put in relation to the small energy content (if supercapacitors are 
not used as a primary energy source) it has small impact on the overall performance. 
 
Simulation of supercapacitor performance is simpler than that of batteries. The only vital parameters 
for an overview simulation, the capacitance and the internal series resistance, are easy to measure and 
they have an insignificant temperature dependency. A simplified equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 4. 
Balancing circuitry has not been taken into account in the simulations, but is represented as a 30% 
increase in the total cost. 
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Fig.  4  Simplified equivalent circuit of the supercapacitor. 
 
 
D. DC/DC Converter 
 
Even though it is possible to connect supercapacitors directly in parallel with batteries, it is not a 
favourable solution of several reasons. First of all, the fundamentally different charge and discharge 
profiles of batteries and supercapacitors limit the maximum usable energy. Secondly, the current and 
power distribution between the two components is a direct function of internal parameters (internal 
impedance and voltage), current rate, time, lifetime and operating temperature. Consequently, an 
estimation of the power distribution and total lifetime is complicated and too uncertain.  
 
Adding a DC/DC converter between the supercapacitors and the DC-link (see Figure 2) solves these 
potential problems, and also implicate the possibility to separately control the power flow from/to both 
supercapacitors and batteries. On the other hand, it adds complexity and cost to the electric storage 
system. In this work the DC/DC-converter will be treated and modelled as an ideal component with a 
fixed efficiency over the entire voltage and current range. 
 
E. Cost and Life-cycle  
 
Generally, the prices for complete energy storage system of this size are hard to estimate since the 
prices are most dependent on the order size and the result of an exclusive business deal. Consequently, 
the costs presented in this paper should only be seen as brief estimations. Supercapacitor prices have 
recently reached the long term goal of ¼)7RWKLVILJXUHWKHFRVWIRUDEDODQFLQJFLUFXLWU\ZKLFK
is likely to be vital in this application due to the large charge currents, should be added, 30 % is the 
figure used in this paper. 
 
In general, battery prices are harder to estimate and depend strongly on technology, order size and 
manufacturer. A cost of 50¼ FHOO 1L0+§$K LVXVHG LQ WKLVSDSHU7KH'&'&FRQYHUWHUDUH
assumed to follow the approximate price / power relation of 100¼N: 
When the lifetime of the components is compared, the only general conclusion to be drawn is that the 
lifetime measured in calendar life or number of cycles at a specified depth is 10-100 times higher for 
supercapacitors compared to that of batteries. 
 Estimated cost and life time for the complete energy storage systems discussed are presented in 
sections VI-A and VI-B.  
 
The occurrence of the faults discussed in this paper, voltage dip, power transients, oscillation damping 
and long-term power supply is presented in Table-I. 
 
Table-I Fault cases 
Fault Occurrence 
Voltage dip 3 / year 
Oscillation 
Damping 
1-5 Hz, rated power, < 30 min /day 
Rated Power Output 1 / day, < 60s 
  
 
F. Composition of Electric Storage System 
 
In a previous work [2] a combined battery/supercapacitor system was successfully implemented and 
verified experimentally for a hybrid electric vehicle system. For the implementation in a wind turbine 
some modifications are needed. The control of the dc-link voltage now becomes more complicated. 
The dc-link voltage is governed by the grid side converter, generator side converter and the 
supercapacitor system, apart from the passive control from the battery. The control algorithm for the 
battery current has also been changed and simplified. Energy is delivered / absorbed to full extent by 
the supercapacitors as long as the voltage is kept within the permitted range. This strategy is chosen in 
order to divert as much cycling to the supercapacitors as possible and in this way the lifetime of the 
battery is increased. It should be stated clearly that the aim of the simulations is to give an overview of 
the performance rather than to investigate optimal control strategies or to optimise the composition of 
the electric storage system. 
 
Two main topologies are investigated in this paper; pure supercapacitor storage without DC/DC 
converter and combined battery-supercapacitor storage system. If supercapacitors are used as the only 
energy storage component, damping of power oscillations and voltage ride-through facility will be 
possible, but with limited rated power output capacity due to the low energy content. The use of a 
combined battery-supercapacitor system will not only make full power performance possible for a 
somewhat longer time, it will also extend the maximum ride-trough time for any of the faults 
discussed. In either case the design is based on the permitted voltage range and minimum ride-trough 
time for the discussed fault types. 
 
 
V. Analysis of Wind Turbine System with a Large DC-link Storage 
 
A. Investigated Power System 
 
A one machine – infinite bus system has been employed to analyze the impact of the active wind 
turbine on a grid disturbance. The generator bus (BUS1) is equipped with a phasor measurement unit 
(PMU). The phasor measurement unit is used to get the voltage phasor angle of the bus voltage. More 
detailed information about a phasor measurement unit can be found in [4]. A three-phase to ground 
fault (250 ms duration) is applied at the end of the first pi-link of the line (BUSA – BUS2) as grid 
disturbance, resulting in a power oscillation. The energy storage system of the active wind turbine is 
assumed to have the same power rating as the wind turbine. This means that in case that the wind 
turbine should be able to feed out a power increase of 1 pu when it is already operating at rated power, 
the grid side converter needs to be overdimensioned by a factor of two. The cost for such an 
overdimensioning is most likely only 1-2 % of the total cost of the wind turbine [5], especially if only 
a very short-term power peak is needed. Typically it is for the improvement of the transient stability 
margin that the power needs to exceed 1 pu. For the damping of power pulsations  and the voltage dip 
ride-through function there is no need for an overdimensioning. In this paper we refer to this system as 
‘active WECS’ (Wind Energy Converter System). The layout of the investigated system is shown in 
Fig. 5. The control of the power flow from the energy storage system uses the voltage phase angle of 
BUS1 relative to the voltage phase angle of the swing bus (BUS2). When the angle difference signal is 
outside a dead band region (+/- 20% of the average value), energy starts to flow between the grid and 
the energy storage system. The average power of the hydro generator is 62 MW and the generator bus 
voltage phase angle difference towards the swing bus is 44o before the disturbance occur. The active 
WECS absorbs energy from the bus when the derivative of the angle difference signal is positive and 
it injects energy into the bus when the derivative is negative. 
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Fig. 5 Layout of the investigated power system with an active WECS 
 
 
When a fault occurs on a line, the electrical output from the generator is greatly reduced during the 
fault and may even reach zero for a fault close to the generator. Assuming that the mechanical power 
input remains constant during the first transient swing, the excess mechanical power during the 
transient period will accelerate the generator rotor. As the machine speed increases, the generator rotor 
angle also increases. When the fault is cleared, the generator rotor starts decelerating and the rotor 
angle reaches a maximum value. At this operating point the generator electrical power output is higher 
than the mechanical input power of the generator. So the rotor angle will start decreasing from this 
value and it will reach a minimum value. This oscillation persists until it dies out by the system 
inherent damping. If a load is connected near the generator during the transient period then the excess 
mechanical power could be used by the load instead of accelerating the generator rotor. The proposed 
energy storage system could be used for this purpose. When the generator rotor angle starts increasing 
immediately after the fault, the energy storage system of the active WECS is switched to the bus 
(BUS1) and some of the excess mechanical power of the turbine is used to charge the energy storage 
system and the rest is used to accelerate the generator rotor. As could be expected, the maximum 
generator rotor swing will be less when the energy storage system is active because in this case less 
amount of power is available for accelerating the generator rotor [6]. 
 
The impact of the active WECS during and after a transient disturbance has been studied in this 
section using various relative power rating of the WECS. The proposed battery/supercapacitor energy 
storage system has been employed for two main purposes: 1. to improve the transient stability margin 
(TSM) and 2. to improve the damping of the power oscillation. The definition of transient stability 
margin is shown in Fig. 6. When the power into the grid (Pgrid) exceeds the average value, the energy 
storage system of the WT absorbs the energy and when it is below the average value, the energy 
storage system injects the energy. In this way the system can provide damping of the grid power 
oscillation and improve the TSM. 
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Fig. 6 Transient stability margin. 
 
 
B. Impact of the Active WECS on Transient Stability Margin:  
 
The definition of transient stability margin used in this paper is shown in Fig. 6. The area under the 
power-angle curve indicated by ‘A2+A3’ is the area available for the generator to dissipate the 
accelerating energy that has been gained during the transient period. The area indicated by ‘A3’ is the 
margin available for the generator depending on the present operating point and the severity of the 
fault. The ratio between area ‘A3’ and ‘A1+A2+A3’ is defined as the transient stability margin.  
 
Fig. 7 shows the angle difference signal with the active WECS connected where it is shown that 
maximum transient angle swing is reduced with increased WECS rating. Fig. 8 shows the percentage 
gain in TSM with different WECS rating. As is expected, the TSM increases with the rating of the 
WECS system. An active WECS with rated power of 10% of the hydro generator power can improve 
the TSM by 17% and one with 20% power of the hydro generator can improve it by 28%. 
 Fig. 7 Hydro generator voltage phase angle relative to the swing bus [dot – no WECS connected, cross 
–WECS connected (20% of the hydro generation)] 
 
 
Fig. 8 Percentage gain in TSM with different relative WECS 
 
 C. Impact of the Active WECS on Damping Constant: 
 
Besides improving the TSM, the active WT could be used to increase the damping of the power 
oscillation. This is accomplished by subsequent charging and discharging of the energy storage 
system. When the derivative of the angle difference signal or the speed deviation signal is positive, the 
energy storage system stores energy and when the speed deviation signal is negative, the energy 
storage system delivers the energy back to the grid in order to counteract the speed variation of the 
turbine-generator. In this way it could assist in damping of the power oscillation. In Fig. 9 the response 
to the grid disturbance is presented for two cases – one with a passive WECS and one with an active 
WECS with a rating of 20% of the hydro generator. From Fig. 9 it is obvious that a rapid damping of 
the dynamic power oscillation could be achieved using an active WECS. The percentage gain in 
damping constant of the power oscillation with varying WECS power is shown in Fig. 10. The 
percentage gain in damping constant increases with the increasing wind energy installation power. A 
wind energy installation with 10% of the hydro generator power increases the damping by 48% and 
one with 20% of the hydro generator power increases it by 73%.  
 
 
Fig. 9 Grid power from the hydro generator – WECS system [dot – no WECS connected, cross –
WECS connected (20% of the hydro generation)] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig. 10 Percentage gain in damping constant with relative WECS 
 
 
Finally the value of maximum angle swing and damping constant with varying active WT power is 
shown in table-II. 
 
Table-II List of maximum angle swing and damping constant. 
 
WECS connected [ - % of hydro generator power]  No WECS 
connected 1% 5% 10% 15% 20% 
Maximum 
angle 
swing 
104o 103o 97o 92o 88o 85o 
Damping 
constant 
0.20 0.21 0.29 0.40 0.55 0.76 
 
 
 
VI. Investigated Energy Storage System 
 
In this section, the two discussed energy storage systems are simulated and their operation properties 
and performance is highlighted, followed by a summary with selected performance parameters and 
cost / life-time estimations. A short presentation of the initial conditions and operation limits are 
presented in table-III below. 
 
 
Table -III Initial conditions and operation limits 
Parameter Value Unit 
Nominal DC-link 
Voltage 1200 V 
Maximum DC-link 
Voltage 1300 V 
Minimum DC-link 
Voltage 1000 V 
Nominal Power [Pn] 1 MW 
Maximum Current 1000 A 
Maximum DC/DC 
Current (EC side) 1500 A 
DC/DC Efficiency 95 % 
Initial battery SOC 100 % 
Initial EC SOC § % 
Voltage Dip 
0% in 250ms, 0-0.9 Pn in 
following  500ms 
Power Damping 1-5 Hz, rated power output 
Rated Power Output < 60 s, 1.0 Pn discharge power 
Lifetime 30 years 
 
When the energy storage system is used to damp power oscillations, the time specified in the results 
tables represents the maximum time per day that the system can withstand without additional 
replacement or maintenance during the desired 30 year lifetime. 
 
During voltage dips, only the supercapacitors are active since the batteries are fully charged to be 
ready for rated power output. An active balancing circuitry is included in the EC prices. 
 
A. Supercapacitor Storage System 
 
In table-IV and table-V, the simulation results are shown for the different fault cases and the two 
design topologies. Estimated costs are also presented. 
 
Table -IV Results with supercapacitor storage system 
Size & Limits 
15.6 F 
1800 A 
1000-1300 V 
500 000 Cycles at 70% usage 
13 
MJ 
(total energy) 
EC bank size 
11 
MJ  
(available at 85% 
SOC) 
   
Performance 
Voltage Dip 250 ms at 1.0 Pn 
Power Damping 22 min / day 
EC bank only, U > 1000 V: 1.2s 
EC bank only, U > 900 V: 2.5s Rated Power Output 
EC bank and DC/DC: 4.2s 
  
Cost 
Initial Cost 55 000 ¼ 
with DC/DC 155 000 ¼ 
 
 
B. Combined Supercapacitor / Battery Storage System 
 
Table -V Results with combined supercapacitor / battery storage system 
Size & Limits 
15.6 F 
1800 A 
400-1300 V 
500 000 Cycles at 70% usage 
13 
MJ 
(total energy) 
EC-bank size 
11 
MJ  
(available at 85% 
SOC) 
100 Ah 
1200 A 
1130 V (nominal) 
1000 Cycles at 100% usage 
NiMH battery 
size 
4.1 
MJ 
(total energy) 
1 MW 
1500 A DC/DC Converter 1300 V 
   
Performance 
Voltage Dip 250 ms at 1.0 Pn 
Power Damping 22 min  / day 
EC only: 4.2s 
EC & NiMH, U > 1000V: 56s Rated Power Output EC & NiMH, U > 900V: 133s 
  
Cost 
Initial Cost 336 000 ¼ 
 
In Fig. 11, the power coming from the storage system during a situation where the grid needs as much 
active power as possible is presented. Initially the power is delivered by the supercapacitor system, but 
as the supercapacitor voltage decreases (see Fig. 12), the current is increased (see Fig. 13) until the 
DC/DC current limit is reached. At this point, the battery is used to deliver the residual power until the 
lower voltage limit of the supercapacitors is reached and the battery is forced to deliver the full power. 
 
The limited efficiency of the DC/DC converter is shown in the time period 1-5s in Fig. 11, where the 
supercapacitors will have to deliver more power than the desired output power. 
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Fig. 11 Combined supercapacitor / battery output power during "Rated Power Output" operation. 
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Fig. 12 Combined supercapacitor / battery voltage during "Rated Power Output" operation. 
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Fig. 13 Combined supercapacitor / battery output current during "Rated Power Output" operation. 
 
 
C. Discussion on the DC-Link Energy Storage System 
 
With supercapacitors as the primary energy storage component directly connected to the DC-link, 
performance is strongly restricted by the voltage limits. In addition to the 60% non-used energy at 
1000V open circuit voltage, the voltage drop caused by the internal resistance, limits the energy even 
further. Performance is significantly enhanced when a dc/dc-converter as well as when a combination 
of both battery and EC’ s are used.  
 
When the energy storage system is used to deliver power during transients and long-term power 
output, the operation is significantly limited by the voltage limits of the dc/dc-converter. If a lower 
DC-link voltage could be accepted during extreme conditions, performance is enhanced for both EC-
system and the combined supercapacitor / battery system. The lifetime cost is estimated for 30 years of 
operation, where the batteries and supercapacitors are replaced after delivering energy corresponding 
to the maximum cyclelife.   
 
It should be mentioned that the price for a 1 MW wind turbine including grid connection is about 0.8 
M¼ 7KLVPHDQV WKDW DOWKRXJK WKH FRVWV RI WKH HQHUJ\ VWRUDJH V\VWHPV DUH KLJK WKH\ DUH QRW DW DOO
unrealistic. Depending on the grid situation at the site, an assessment must be made regarding if it is 
worth to invest in dc-link storage capacity. 
 
 
 
 
VII. Conclusion 
 
A battery/supercapacitor energy storage system for a variable speed wind turbine has been 
investigated in this paper. This new energy storage system has been found to give wind turbines the 
possibility to increase the transient stability margin and to damp grid power oscillations. For instance, 
the transient stability margin of a nearby located hydro power generating unit was increased by 28 % 
by utilising the suggested solution on a wind power installation with a rating of 20 % of the hydro 
power. Moreover it was found that the damping ratio of a grid power oscillation could be improved by 
73 % using this system. In addition, this energy storage system also gives the wind turbine a voltage 
ride-through function. It has been found that performance is significantly enhanced when this 
combined energy storage system is used instead of the supercapacitors alone.  
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